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ABSTRACT

When a program controlled data acquisition a n d .recording -system is
desired, several important areas.beyond a central processing unit,
memory, and input/output must be considered.
Specifically', these are:
system control, interfacing of data, monitoring transducers and mass
data storage.
In this theses, designs for these additional features
are presented.
They are designed to complete one such data acquisition
and.recording system.centered around the central processing unit,
memory and input/output.on an existing microcomputing system.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
In the field of rdal time data acquisition, there are systems which
cannot be monitored by conventional means.

Either they are too complex

or too dynamic for data to be adequately compiled by human observation.
A logical alternative then is to automate the data acquisition process.
To fulfill this problem the Electronics Research Laboratory of
Montana State University, was approached by the United States Forest
Service and asked to build an automatic data acquisition system to fit
the following specifications:
1.

The system must be able to monitor and store data
while operating with little human interaction. . . . .

2.

The system must have some intelligent decision
making capability for real time data evaluation.

3.

It should be able to monitor moderately high
speed systems.

4.

(Data rates up to 3 K Hz.)

It should be versatile enough to effectively
monitor various data acquisition situations.

5.

It should be small in size to allow ease in
portability.

6.

Power consumption should be low, as it would be
battery powered

7.

It should be rugged enough to withstand an
outdoor operating environment.
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To meet these criteria, we engineered and built a microcomputer
based data acquisition system.

Its computer-like operation and archi

tecture. made it a natural to fit the operational and system specifica
tions i

The electrical and mechanical design of the system using low

power electronics arid small,! sturdy, modular construction fulfilled the
criterion.

CHAPTER 2

SYSTEM OPERATION
In the data acquisition process it was desired to have the system
do all the data monitoring and data accumulation with a minimum of human
intervention.

As a result, the operation of the data acquisition system

centers around the programmable microcomputer.

It is this microcomputer

which monitors and processes the data from its various sensors (or trans
ducers) .

It retains as accumulated data pertinent iriformation it has

monitored.
uation i

This information can later be retreived for detailed eval

This process is controlled by a system program executed by the

microcomputer.

This operation of the microcomputer in turn is under

complete operator control.
In a typical situation, the operator initiates microcomputer oper
ation by loading the operating program into the microcomputer from the
mass storage medium.

This storage medium is the permanent storage area

where operating programs as well as retained monitored data is kept for
permanent continual or future referral.

With the execution of this con

trolling program, the operation of the data acquisition begins.

The

operator may. interact with the system either in supplying necessary
parameters for operation or by examining monitored data if desired.
However, the data acquisition is primarily controlled by the operating
program.
As data is being accumulated, minor analysis may be done, but pri
marily pertinent data is being accumulated in the mass storage medium.
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Here it remains for later referral.

When detailed examination arid ana

lysis of this data is desired it is transferred from the mass storage
area to larger computing facilities for evaluation.
The. primary task for this system is data acquisition.

In-depth an

alysis of the data is left to larger computing systems more specifically
suited to that task.

••V •

CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the Data Acquisition and Recording System (DARS)
is modular in concept.

Fundamentai functions in the operation of DARS

are done by separate units.

These units then interact to perform the

complete data acquisition process.

With the general system operation

distributed between these subsystems, no particular portion of the sys
tem is overtaxed and a high degree of versatility is maintained.
A diagram of DARS is shown in Figure I;
comprising the system
system.

There are four subsystems

The primary one of these is the microcomputer

It is the intellect of the system.

It contains and executes

the controlling program governing DARS operation.

The microcomputer

system is also the decision making portion of. the system.

,

It is the

heart of DARS as it enables and directs the operation of the monitoring
and data accumulating operations.
Working closely with the microcomputer system is the Front Panel
Unit (FPU), which is used for system control.
controls the microcomputer system operation.

This is the system which
It is the primary inter

face between the operator and the.data acquisition system.

System op

eration can be initiated, terminated; monitored dr modified by operator
action with, this unit.
The Data Acquisition System (DAS) is the portion of the DARS
through which all monitoring of data is done.

It is the interface be-

tween the data being monitored and the microcomputer.

The purpose of

-

MICROCOMPUTER

INPUT

U NIT

MASS

FIGURE I:

STORAGE SYSTEM

DARS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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of this system is to Change the form of the monitored data into a mean
ingful representation understood by the microcomputer.
The final subsystem of DARS is the mass storage medium.
tem is used for semipermanent information storage.

This sys

Operating under

microcomputer control information may either be stored on or retrieved
from this unit.

This information may be the data monitored by DARS

being retained for later use or an actual program used to control the
microcomputer system.

Using this type of system the entire operation, of

DARS becomes independent and self-contained.

CHAPTER 4

MICROCOMPUTER UNIT
The microcomputer unit is responsible for complete operation of the
system.

It is a basic low-power micro.C-Qmp.ut.er with processor, memory,

and input/output capablity.

This system was designed by Darrell B.

Irvin (I).
MICROCOMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the microcomputer is a bus structured system
consisting of four major sections.

These sections are the. Central Pro

cessing Unit (CPU), Memory, Input/Output ports (I/O) and a Real Time
Clock (RTC).

These are all connected by the system busses.

These

busses are the Data Bus (D Bus), the Address Bus (EL Bus) and a Control
Bus.

.
MICROCOMPUTER OPERATION
The Central Processing Unit controls the operation of the Micro

computer system.

It performs all the arithmetic and logical operations

as well as controls program execution when in operation.

It interacts

with.the three other supporting microcomputer sections through the bus
systems.■ Thfe CPU fetches program instructions as well as stores and
retrieves data from the Memory section of the Microcomputer.

It is able

to interact with devices external to the Microcomputer system, such as
the Mass Storage Unit or the Data Acquisition System, through the input/
Output ports.

I/O is the link between the CPU and the external systems.
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The Real Time Clock aids the system by enabling the monitoring of
time as well as data. . Measuring the passage of time is necessary in
acquisition, but it is extremely difficult to do accurately with only
the CPU.

The RTC accurately measures time.under control of the CPU.
Th e

central processing unit

The power of the CPU lies with an Intel 8008 Microprocessor.
8008 is an eight bit parallel microprocessor.

The

It can address up to 16

kilobytes (16K bytes, one K byte is 1024 bytes) of memory and has com
plete I/O capability.

It may operate with external interrupts using a

vectored interrupt scheme.

It is a moderate speed microprocessor well,

suited to moderately high speed data acquisition:/
Instruction Format
The processor instructions are in the multibyte format.

Instruc

tion size varies from one to three bytes depending on the instruction.
One memory cycle is used to fetch each byte from memory.

The time of .

each cycle also varies depending upon the complexity of the instruction
being executed.
Single cycle instructions include non-memory reference operations.
These instructions need no additional data other than the instruction
for exection.

Two and three cycle instructions are memory reference

instructions and I/O instructions.' The memory reference instructions
are two cycles if an 8 bit data byte is needed.
cycles is a 16 bit two byte address is required.

They might be three .
One 8 bit byte is
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retrieved each memory cycle.

The first cycle is referred to as the

Instruction Cycle since the instruction is fetched during this time.
The second and third cycles are termed Data Cycles since data is fetched
at this time.

All I/O instructions are 2 cycle with data input from or

output to the I/O port in the second cycle or the I/O Cycle.
Timing and Control
Any instruction contains from 3 to 5 separate state times per mem
ory cycle.

The first two states are always the outputting of the low

and high order bits respectively of the program counter from the micro
processor to memory.

The third state is the fetch phase, where.the con

tents of memory at the address indicated by the program counter are sent
to the CPU.

The fourth and fifth times are optional, depending upon the

instruction being executed. . The instruction is executed following the
fetching of the memory information of the final memory or I/O cycle.
These five states' times are referred to a Tl, T2, T3, T4, and T5 re
spectively.
In addition to these five states, there are three more states: Til,
STOP and WAIT.

T H has the same function as Tl except it indicates that

the processor is responding to an interrupt request.

STOP indicates

that the CPU is not executing any instructions; it has been halted.
WAIT indicates the processor is waiting between T2 and T3 for a slow
device or memory to furnish the data being fetched.
Besides these eight timing signals, there are other control signals
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generated or monitored by the CPU.

These control signals which are of

interest to DARS operation are shown in Table I with their functions.
The Control bus contains all state time arid CPU control signals.

TABLE I
CPU CONTROL SIGNAL DESCRIPTION
CPU CONTROL
SIGNAL

.

FUNCTION

CLR

.Initializes and resets all bus connected units

I/O

Indicates and input or output processor cycle

DATA

Indicates a data fetch from meihory processor
cycle

INST

Indicates an instruction fetch from memory
processor cycle

DSTB

Portion of any timing state.when bus data is
transferred

DRST

Signal to reset d a t a .transmission circuitry.
following DSTB in T3

INT

■

PRIOUT

Priority Out signal enabling an interrpt re
quest may be made if necessary

PRST
' DMA

Interrupt request to the CPU

Priority Reset signal enabling PRIOUT
’

Acts to disconnect the memory address register
on the CPU from the H-L Bus ..

Bus Structure
The 8008 has one 8 bit parrallel data port through which the Data
and Address Busses are multiplexed.

It is a bidirectional port through
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which all addresses, instructions and data pass.
The.Address Bus or HL Bus is a 14 bit unidirectional bus.

It is

comprised of two smaller busses, the H Bus and the L Bus, six bits and
eight bits wide respectively.

The H Bus contains the six high order

address bits output to memory during a fetch cycle.

The L Bus contains

the eight lower order address bits during a fetch cycle.

Also, during

ah I/O cycle data output from the processor is output on the L Bus.

By

concatinating the H and L Busses the full 14 bit address to memory is
formed.
The Data Bus or the D Bus is an eight bit bidirectional bus to the
processor.

All data input to the processor is done on the D Bus.

This

data may be either instructions or data bytes from Memory, I/O Ports or .
the RTC.
In the case of theD and HL Busses, the data sense on each bus is
positive.
dix .'I).

(For further explanation of level"and data senses see Appen
When theD'and HL Busses are not in use, however, they will be

at a true or high level.

When valid data is on any bus it will be in

the upright form or positive true sense.

■

MEMORY SYSTEM

The memory system for DARS consists of a maximum of 16K addressable
bytes of data.

The upper 2K bytes, address locations of 3800* through

3FFF',(the suffix " 1 " denotes base 16 or hexidecimal notation), are
Read Only Memory (ROM).

Here special tables and permanent programs may
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be Stored.

The remaining lower 14 bytes is Random Access Memory (RAM).

This area is used for temporary data and program storage.

INPUT/OUTPUT SYSTEM
The scheme used in the microprocessor unit for data transfer to and
from the CPU centers around the Input/Output Port.

The I/O Port is de

signed for bidirectional data transfer between the microcomputer proces
sor and the 1/0 device with additional device control and operation mon
itoring capability.

This enables the processor not only to exercise

data interaction with the I/O device but also control and monitor the
device's operations.

The I/O Port is not limited to interacting with a

single device however, as it will be shown in the Data Acquisition Sys
tem that multiple input and output devices can be serviced through a
single port.
The input, output, control and status monitoring sections of an
I/O Port are completely seaparate;

Each function may be exercised sep

arately without affecting the other functions.
of data is done on a single byte basis.
a time.

Inputting and outputting

Data is transferrred a byte at

Due to the separate nature of input and output portions, how

ever, byte outputting may be done simultaneously.

Control and status

monitoring is done by Externals Control and External Sense lines respec
tively between the port and the device.
I/O Port Architecture
The input, output and control sections of the I/O Port, have
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individual unique addresses which are different from any other port
section.
cessor.

In this manner each can be accessed independently, by the pro
The architecture of the I/O Port reflects this.

These are the

major sections of an I/O Port, the input section, output section and
control section.
The control section directs operation of both the I/O port and the
I/O device.

Its center is a control data register which contains a data

byte output by the processor to the port.

One half (or four bits) of

this control byte is used for controlling port operation while the other
half is used for the External Control line information.
Control lines direct the operation of the I/O device.

These External
Figure 2 shows

the format of the control data byte.

■ OUTPUT
INPUT
STATUS'
INTERRUPT INTERRUPT
ENABLE
, ENABLE , ENABLE

-EXTERNAL CONTROL LINE DATA-

_____

EC7

EC6

EC5

EC4

EC3

EC2

INIT.

I

ECl

J
EC0

CONTROL BYTE FORMAT
FIGURE 2

In a similar manner, the output section of an I/O port utilizes a
output data register.
the processor.
vice.

This register contains the data byte output from

Here the data byte is stored for access by the I/O de

Two additional communication lines are used in the output section

to facilitate the data transfer.

One is the Output Ready line (OUTRDY).

OUTRDY indicates to the device that data output from the processor is
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ready to be transfered.

The second line indicates to the port that the

output data has been accepted by the output device.
Output Accepted line (OUTACC).

(The netted signal name indicates the

signal has inverted logic sense.
tion.)

It is called the

See Appendix I for further explaina-

A handshake process between the I/O port and the I/O device

using OUTRDY and OUTACC enable a proper data transfer.

Figure 3 shows

the state of these flag lines during an output process.

OUTRDY

_______ |

I
Data accepted

Data output
OUTACC

OUTPUT I/O FLAG HANDSHAKE
FIGURE 3

The architecture of the data input section of the I/O port is sim
ilar to the output section.

It utilizes an input data register and two

flag lines. Input Ready(INPRDY) and Input Accepted (INPACC).

The input

data register is used to store the input data byte from the inputting
device until it is accepted by the processor.

When data is available

from the inputting device, INPRDY indicates such.
stored then in the input data register.

The data byte is

When the processor inputs the

data from the I/O port reagister, INPACC reflects so.
INPRDY and INPACC complete the data trnasfer.

A handshake using

Figure 4 details the state
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of these flag lines during an input cycle.

INPRDY
Input data ready

Input data accepted

INPACC

INPUT I/O FLAG HANDSHAKE
FIGURE 4

The monitoring of device status is done through the input section
of the I/O port and controlled by the control section.

The setting of

the status enable bit of the control byte indicates that status.data
will be input during the next processor input request.

In place of the

contents of the input data register, data on the six External Sense lines
along with the states of OUTACC and INPRDY are relayed to the processor.
In this manner, I/O device status as well as the input and the output
handshake conditions can be monitored.

Figure 5 shows the format of the

status byte relayed to the processor when I/O port status is requested.

------ EXTERNAL STATUS-- *---- I N P R D Y --------EXTERNAL STATUS------

OUTRDY

I_________I_________I________ I_________I________ I_________I_________I________ I
ES?

ES6

ES5

ES4

ES3

STATUS BYTE FORMAT
FIGURE 5

ES2

ESI

ES0
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A fourth section of the I/O port iis the interrupt sett ion.

It is

used in input and output operatiotis to facilitate the.handshake protess.
Either operation may be completed using processor interrupts to gain the
attention of the processor whan a handshake.is complete.

Interrupt op

eration of the I/O port is not necessary in all situations and is con
trolled by the state of the control data register.

Output interrupts and

input interrupts are separately selectable by this maimer;. '

I/O Port Operation
Initially in either input or output operations, the 1/0 device must
be placed into the proper operational state.

This is done by outputting

the appropriate control data to the control data register of the I/O
port.

The operational state may be monitored by the status information

supplied through the port.

In ah output operation, data is output to the

. port from the processor, store# in the output data register and sets
OUTRDY.

This indicates to the output device that data is available.

When the device accepts data from the port it -sets OUTACC.

This indi

cates to the processor by either an interrupt or through monitored
status that the output transfer has been completed
be initiated.

and another one may

In a like manner, during an input operation, the I/O de

vice indicates that it has data available by settings INPRDY.
stores the input data in the input data register of the port.

This
It also

indicates to the processor by interrupt,or. monitored status line the .
availibility of input data.. Upon the inputting

of this data by the
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processor INPACC is set; completing the input transfer,..enabling another
transfer to be initiated.
during the I/O process.

These byte-by-byte data transfers continue
When the process is complete, the operation of

the I/O device might be modified by changing the control data appropri
ately in the control data register.

REAL TIME CLOCK SYSTEM •
The RTC is a programmably controlled interval timer.

Under proces

sor control, various time intervals may be initiated to accurately mea
sure time.

These intervals span from one millisecond to 2550 seconds.

At the completion of the specified time period, a processor interrupt, is
generated.

These intervals may either occur once or be repeated one

after another, increasing the flexibility of the time keeping aspect of
BARS.

In addition to this feature, the RTC has an accurate crystal os

cillator time base for a self-contained accurate frequency standard
available to other units in BARS.

SUMMARY
The Microcomputer Unit is the center of BARS.

Its computer-like

architecture lends itself to high versatility and ability.

Its Central

Processing Unit gives the system intelligence capable of real time de
cision making arid data manipulation.

The system's data input and output

capability coupled with its programmable operation enable it to fit into
numerous data acquisition situations with miriimum modifications.

CHAPTER 5
■FRONT PANEL UNIT
In.the operation of a programmed processing Uniti there must be some
device through which i t .is possible for an operator to exert external
control over the processor's operation.

This control could vary from

program or process stopping and starting to the examining and/or modify
ing of internal storage areas.

Thus a front panel was incorporated in

the system.

FRONT PANEL OPERATION
All operator interaction, with DARS is done through the Front Panel
Unit.

The FPU contains both keys through which data and control com

mands may be entered and displays which may furnish various types of
system information.

With the keys for input arid the displays for output»

the front panel is the primary I/O device between the system and the
operator.
Typical FPU operations are initiating or halting processor activity,
modifying or examining processor data registers and modifying or exam
ining memory data.

In doing this, the FPU controls the operation of the

processor, using it to manipulate data, registers, memory, etc.
■

■
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cepts data or furnishes data to the processor in completing the desired
task.

In this manner, data manipulation and processor control; may be.

done through the FPU.
.The FPU may be operated by a second means other than from the key
board.

FPU operations may be initiated through special commands by.the
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CPU.. This enables programmable control of the FPU to accomplish tasks
such as displaying or reading data from the keyboard.

So in addition

to being a tool used by the operator to affect the microcomputer, the
FPU may be used by the microcomputer to supply the operator with system.
information.
When controlling processor operation, the FPU acts to source in
structions to the processor, which are designed to accomplish the desired
front panel function.

A group of these instructions which accomplish the

desired FPU operation is called a miniporgram.

In addition to this, the

FPU supplies or stores data during the Read, Write or I/O cycles of these
instructions.

In this manner, data necessary for the operation is either

supplied by or stored into the registers in

the FPU.

This is how the

Front Panel Unit examines or modifies data or operation of the microcom
puter system.

The miniprograms are stored in the Front Panel Unit.

They

contain both processor instructions arid instructions to control the man
ner in which the FPU responds to activity of the processor.
All operator action is initiated by keystrokes on one or more of the
31 keyboard keys located on the DARS front panel.
are hexidecimal formatted numerical entry keys.

Sixteen of the keys
These are used when

entering riumerical data into a front panel data register, called the
Switch Register.

This data register serves as.the location for all op

erator initiated input data.
When system control is initiated from the front panel, it is done by
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one of two ways.

A two keystroke sequence may be done or a special func

tion key may be struck.

In the two keystroke sequence, a prefix key is

struck, followed by striking a numerical key.
prefix keys, labeled I and II.

There are two function

When a keystroke on either of the two

prefix keys proceeds a keystroke on a numerical entry key, an FPU func
tion is executed, rather than a data entry into the Switch Register.
With this keying sequence, up to 32 seperate functions may be initiated
by the operator.
Ten of these 32 front panel operations may also be initiated by
striking a function key.

These.ten function keys parallel ten of the 32

function keystroke sequences, and are the more commonly used FPU func
tions.

These are:

the initiation or termination of program execution

(RUN, HALT), loading or displaying of the processor's program counter
(LPC, DPC), loading or displaying the accumulator (LDAv DA)., loading of
displaying the H and L registers (LHL, DHL), and loading or displaying
the contents of the next memory location following the location indicated
by the address in the H and L registers (LNM, DNM).

These two function

keys are used to decrease the complexity of executing these more commonly
used FPU functions.
The three final keys on the keyboard are display cycle (DX), display
clear (CD), and system clear (CLR).
display.

DX changes the data shown on the.

CD clears the contents of the Switch Register to zeroes and it

cancells a keystroke.on a function prefix key.

CLR initializes or resets
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the DARS system.

There is a keyboard operated service switch on the

front panel which can lock out the CLR button from clearing the system
when depressed.

CLR will only operate when enabled through the service

switch.
In supplying data or system status information, DARS uses the front
panel displays.

For numerical data, the numerical display is used.

To

indicate system ststus, the front phnel uses status indicator lamps.
numerical display is a four digit hexidecimal formatted array.
able to display one of three separate types of data.
in three front panel system registers.

The

It is

This data is stored

These three registers, the Switch

Register, the Address Register and the Data or D Register, are used for
front panel numerical data.

Each time DX is struck, the display rotates

through displaying one of these, three registers and a blank state, one
state at a time.

The Switch Register indicates data keyed in through

numerical entry from the keyboard.
digits in length.

This register is four hexidecimal

The Address Register is also four digits in length and

is used to display the 14 bit processor address data.

The Display Regis

ter is two digits in length and is used to display single bytes of infor
mation.

These registers are used to display data obtained by execution

of various FPU functions.

The blank state is used when the display is

not in use to conserve power.

CD or a numerical entry keystroke auto

matically changes the state of the display to indicate the contents of
the Switch Register.

Executing the RUN function or the transition of
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CPU activity from being halted'to executing places the display into its
blank state.
To indicate system status, the front panel uses three groups of sta
tus indicator lamps;

These are the Cycle, Flag and System Status indi

cators. . The Cycle indicator lamps are labeled READ, WRITE, INST and I/O.
These display the current processor memory cycle state.
cator lamsp are C:, Z, S and P.

The Flag indi

These indicate the processor flag states

at the time of the last FPU initiated processor halt or flag polling.

As

with the CLR key, the Cycle and Flag indicators are only enabled by the
service switch.

This is done to conserve power, as these indications are

not always necessary in DARS operation.

The System Status indicator

lamps are PWR, MSG, KEYED, RUN, TAPE and I,II.
power is on.

PWR indicates system,

MSG directs the operator that appropriate action, as per

display information, should be taken.

KEYED indicates the four digit

display currently indicates the Switch Register data.
is operating.

RUN shows the CPU

TAPE indicates the mass data storage unit is either with

out tape or the unit door is open..

I,II is the function prefix indicator,

displaying that a function prefix key has been struck.

These System Sta

tus indicators are always operational when the DARS system is operating.

FRONT PANEL UNIT ARCHITECTURE

■'

There are two major systems in the architecture o f ,the Front Panel
Unit.

The first is the Keyboard/Display System.

This is, the primary-

system used to initiate FPU operations, supply data for FPU operations.

.
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and to display pertinent microcomputer information.
toward interaction with the DARS operator.

It is. oriented

It has a keyboard frdm which

numerical data may be entered or up to 32 seperate FPU operations may be
initiated.

Its display portion is used, to supply information from the

data storage registers in the FPU.

System information is supplied to the

operator in this manner.
The second system is the Control/Data System.

This portion of the

FPU interacts with the Keyboard/Display System and the microcomputer
system.

I t .also contains data storage registers which store or supply

processor data during FPU operations.
cessor is stored here.

Data from,the. keyboard, and pro- •

These are among the registers which accessed by

the front panel displays for.operator information.

Action by the

Control/Data System.may be initiated by the Keyboard/Display System for
f
operator controlled tasks or by the CPU. for processor controlled tasks.
When operating in conjunction with the Control/Data System, the
Keyboard/Display System continually updates the Switch Register and in
itiates Control/Data System action when a FPU. function has been keyed.
Also display information from the Controi/Data System,is reflected by
the front panel displays.
The Front Panel Unit is.a bus connected device.

All interaction

between it and the microcomputer system is done via the bus system.

As

a bus connected device, it is able then to not only access the CPU, but
all other bus connected systems.

This, enables the FPU to interact with ■'
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memory or even the I/O ports if necessary.
bus, the Front Panel Bus, or mini bus.

The FPU also has an internal

It connects the two sections of

Control/Data System with themselves and to the Keybpard/Data System.
The FPU bus is a series of smaller busses and control signal lines used
for data and control purposes by the front panel systems.
Both front panel systems have two subsystems.

The Keyboard/Display

System is made up from the Keyboard and Display circuit and the Display
Multiplexer circuit.

The Front Panel Control circuit and the Front Panel

Data circuit comprise the. Control/Data System.

These four circuits are

described in the following sections.. This shall more completely describe
front panel operation.

FRONT PANEL KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY CIRCUIT
The Front Panel Keyboard and Display circuit, shown in Figure 6,'
contains displays, display drivers, keys and keystroke detection cir
cuitry.

Its primary functions are to indicate to the Display'Multiplexer

circuit the occurence of numerical or functional keystrokes and to illum
inate front panel displays under the control of the Display Multiplexer.
When detecting a depressed key, the Front Panel Keyboard and Dis
play circuit uses four control signals and a five bit Keyboard Bus to
initiate Display Multiplexer action.

The control signals are-VALID,

Function Flag (FFLG), BIT FLAG and EQUAL.

The Keyboard Bus indicates

the numerical value of the depressed, key for numerical entry or which
of the 32 different front panel functions is being initiated.
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state of VALID indicates a key is depressed and the Keyboard Bus contains
the correct data. ' FFLG being true distinguishes a front panel function
keying sequence from a numerical entry.

The state of BIT FLAG indicates

which prefix key has been struck.■'if BIT FLAG is false, the I prefix was
struck last.

A true BIT FLAG indicates the prefix'll.

EQUAL indicates .

the sense of BIT.FLAG is the same as the fifth bit (K5), of the Keyboard
Bus.
Numerical keys are continually scanned by the keystroke detection
circuit, a single key at a time.

The lower four bits of the Keyboard. Bus

.indicate the numerical value ..of the key being scanned at that moment.

In

a. numerical entry. When a depressed key is detected, further scanning is
. inhibited and VALID becomes true.

Ignoring the fifth Keybdard Bus bit,

the lower four bits of the bus contain the numerical value of. the de
pressed. key.

When the key is released, VALID becomes false and scanning

resumse.
:

In detecting a front panel function keying sequence, the prefix key .
»
.
sets. FFLG when struck and appropriately sets the sense of BIT FLAG. When
the striking of a numerical key follows a prefix, VALID becomes true when
the lower four bits of the keyboard Biis indicate the value of the numerical
key and the fifth bit is the same as BIT FLAG.
stopped until the numerical key is released.

Keyboard scanning is
The releasing of the key

.causes VALID and FFLG to become false and normal keyboard scanning for
numerical entry, is resumed.
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The operation of initiating a front panel function by striking a
function key. parallels the two keystroke method.

When one of the func

tion keys is depressed, a prefix pulse appropriately sets the sense of
BIT FLAG and sets FFLG.

Also, a numerical key sense line is activated,

enabling the appropriate numerical, value to be .detected when the key
board is scanned.

VALID becomes true when the Keyboard.Bus reflects

BIT FLAG and the numerical value.

Releasing the function key terminates

VALID, and resets FFLG and resumes normal keyboard scanning.
. The three remaining keys do not initiate front panel functions, but
control the state of the display, the Switch Register, or the DARS sys
tem.

Depressing DX generates a. pulse "on ,the control line. DX.

This di

rects the Display Multiplexer circuit to change the display state.

CD

activates the CD control line causing the zeroing of the data in the
Switch Register.

Similarly, CL activates the clear line bn the system

bus (CLR), and initializes the entire microcomputer system.
In illuminating the front panel displays, the Front Panel Keyboard
and Display circuit drives both the numerical and status indicator dis
plays.

The Cycle status indicators are driven by the DARS system memory

cycle control lines READ, INST, WRITE and.I/O.
nals.

These are DARS Bus sig

Every memory cycle is reflected by the status displays.

The Flag

displays are driven by the four control lines C, Z, S and P, generated
by the FPU Data circuit.

The key operated service switch enables the

Flag and Cycle status indicators.

Unless this external service switch is
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closed, the Flag and Cycle status indicators will not operate.

Of the

System Status indicators; KEYED and RUN are driven from signals used in
the Display Multiplexer circuit.
circuitry.

MSG and I,II are generated in the Front Panel Keyboard and

Display circuit.
flop.

TAPE is generated by the mass storage

MSG indicates the state of the Message Indicator flip-

This flip-flop is set by the MSG control line from the Front Panel

Data circuit.

Executing the front panel operation to turn on the MSG in

dicator sets this flip-flop, turning on the indicator.
turned off by the.START control line.

The indicator is

This resets the flip-flop when the

processor resumes operation after halting.
The numerical displays are controlled by the Display Multiplexer
circuit.

These displays are operated in a digit multiplexed fashion,

with the digits illuminated one at a time.

The Display Bus contains the

binary value of the digit currently being displayed.

There are four

multiplex phase (MUX PHASE) lines controlling the four multiplexed digits.
These lines (Ml, M2, M3 and M4) each enable a digit of the display to
turn on and display the alphanumeric representation of the value contained
on the Display Bus.

The binary value on the Display Bus is decoded to

appropriately light the display segments and represent the number.

With

the MUX PHASE lines enabling the displays and the decoded Display.Bus
value enabling display segments, the numerical display properly repre-i
sents data.

To blank the displays, the MUX PHASE

by the BLANK signal.

lines are overriden

It disables all numerical displays from turning on,

causing a blank display.
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DISPLAY MULTIPLEXER CIRCUIT
The.primary purpose of the Display Multiplexer circuit, shown in
Figure 7, is to control Display Bus activity, thereby controlling numer
ical display illumination.

In addition to this, it also initiates proper

front panel action upon the recognition of valid keystrokes and control
Switch Register data.
When a valid keystroke has occured, it.is indicated by VALID being
true.

When this occurs, the Display Multiplexer circuit can take one of

two possible courses of action.

If it was a numerical keystroke to place

data into the Switch Register, FFLG is false and the Display Multiplexer
circuit stores the four least significant bits of the Keyboard Bus into
the Keyboard Display Register.

This, is a four digit serial shift regis

ter which contains the numerically keyed switch data.. It is the contents
of this register that are displayed on the numerical display when dis
playing Switch Register data.
ister continually update
Panel circuit.

The contents of the Keyboard Display Reg

the Switch Register, contained in the Front

This insures identical data in both registers at all

times.
Secondly, in a keying sequence of a FPU function, the Display. Mul
tiplexer circuit initiates proper action to be taken by the Controi/Data
System.

In such a key sequence, FFLG is true.

The Display Multiplexer

circuit generates the EQUAL signal, indicating bit K5 of the Keyboard
Bus and BIT FLAG are the same.

When VALID becomes true the control sig-
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nals to the Control/Data System are generated.

These control signals are

an 8 bit code and a pulse on the LOAD signal line.

The 8 bit code is an

address used by the Control/Data System to ascertain which front panel
function is to be executed.
the Micromemory Address Bus.

It is sent to the Control/Data System via
The pulse on the LOAD line indicates that

the Micromemory Address Bus contains valid information and to initiate
the front panel function.
Two signals may inhibit LOAD and the 8 hit address from initiating
Control/Data System action.

These are BUSY and SEQ.

BUSY indicates that

the FPU is currently executing a front panel function.
LOAD is delayed until the current function is completed.

In this case,
SEQ is cur

rently unused, but is provisional for future expansion of the. FPU sys
tem to i n d u e d a security system.

This feature could be used to inhibit

certain functions unless the service switch is closed.
Switch data is stored in the Keyboard Display Register,
is continually updating the contents of the Switch Register,

This data
the Switch

Bus is used to transfer, the data from the Keyboard Display Register to
the Switch Register.

The data is multiplexed by digit over the bus to

the Switch Register.

This continually validates the Switch Register

data.

When the Switch Register data is to. be cleared by striking the

Clear Display key, the CD signal clears the Keyboard Display Register.
The Switch Register becomes cleared as it is updated with the data from
the Keyboard Display Register. ...
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In controlling the numerical display, the Display Multiplexer cir
cuit control the multiplexing of display data onto the Display Bus.

The

Multiplexing Clock oscillator (MUX CLK) and the Multiplex Phase signals '
(Ml, M2, M3 and M4) are generated by the Display Multiplexer circuit
for data synchronization.
from Ml through M4.

MUX CLK changes the phase signals cyclically

All Display Bus data sources are controlled by these

lines.
Enabling signals for the different Display Bus data sources are gen
erated by this circuitry also.

These four signal lines reflect the four

display states of the front panel.
ENABLE D, ENABLE ADR and BLANK.

These enabling signals are KEY,

KEY. indicates the displaying of Switch

data from the Keyboard Display Register.
of data from the D Register of the FPU.

ENABLE D causes

the displaying

ENABLE ADR acts to enable the

sourcing of Display Bus data from the Address Register of the FPU.
disables the display.

■

BLANK

Of the four possible display states, the current

state is indicated by the Display State Indicator. . This is acutally a
two bit, modulo four ring counter.
Change (DX) pulse.

Its states are advanced by a Display

It can be set to different states by certain opera

tional conditions.
When displaying Switch Register data, KEY is true.

Data.from the

Keyboard Display Register is multiplexed onto the Display Bus.

The key

ing of numerical data from the keyboard or the clearing of the display
automatically sets the Display State Indicator to the KEY state.
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ENABLE ADR causes data from the Address Register of the Control/Display
System to be multiplexed onto the Display Bus.

It can be automatically

set to this state by the transition to a halt state by the. processor.
ENABLE D causes multiplexing of data onto the Display Bus from the D
Register during phases Ml and M2.

Since only two digits need be dis

played in this case;, BLANK is true during M3 and M4, when the D Register
is displayed.

The Display State Indicator is set to the BLANK state

when the processor operation changes from halt to run.

These are the

only operational conditions where the Display State Indicator is set to
a specific state.

All other state changes occur when initiated by a DX

keystroke.

FRONT PANEL CONTROL CIRCUIT
. The Front Panel Control circuit, shown in Figure 8, controls the
major flow of the front panel operation. . It supplies controlling sig
nals to the Front Panel Data circuit.

In doing so, it synchronizes front

panel miniprogram activity to processor activity.
Since the front panel functions are actually miniprograms stored in
a memory in the Front Panel Data circuit, there must be a program counter
used to correctly sequence through the routines.

The Front Panel Control

circuit contains an eight bit Micromemory Address Register used for this
purpose.

When initiating a front .panel, function, this register, must be

loaded with the correct starting address of the appropriate miniprogram..
When the function is keyboard initiated, this address.is the 8 bit code
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generated on the Display Multiplexer circuit.and loaded from the Micromemory Address Bus.

When the front panel function is processor initiated,

the data output from the processor's Accumulator by the special output
instruction is the. address Stored in the Micromemory Address Register.
This byte is sent via the microcomputer s L Bus.

The LOAD signal causes

the latching of the address from the Micrdmemory Address Bus when key
board caused.

The control line activated by an OUT 20B processor in

struction contained in the DARS Bus causes the latching of the L Bus
contents.
The latching of a new address into the Micromemory Address Register
causes two function control flip-flops to be set, BUSY and MASK.

BUSY

indicates the FPU is executing an operation and inhibits a second oper
ation from being started until the first is complete.
the interrupt priority out signal (PRIOUT).

MASK disables

This inhibits interrupt re

quests to the processor by interrupting devices of lower priority than
the FPU.

With the setting of these control signals,*Control/Data System-

action is started.
A major function of the Front Panel Control circuit is to differentiate between processor instruction fetch cycles and other instruction
cycles.

During instruction fetch cycles, the FPU must furnish iristruc- .

tions to the processor.

In all other cycles, the FPU manipulates data

between itself and the DARS microcomputer system.

To do this the Front

Panel Control circuit uses two control signals. Instruction Enable. .
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(INSTENB) and Control Enable (CONTENB).

INSTENB, when true, indicates

that the processor id in T3 of an instruction fetch memtiry cycle*

'

CONTENB, on the other hand, is valid during all. other non-instruction
fetch cycles.

Both are valid only during front panel operations.

If the Front Panel has interrupt priority (PRIN being true), the
setting of BUSY causes the front panel Interrupt Request flip-flop (INT)
to be set.

This causes an interrupt request on the bus.

until the final miniprogram instruction of the function.

INT remains set
When the pro

cessor responds to the interrupt with timing control signal Til, the
INSTRUCTION flip-flop of the Front Panel Control circuit is set.

This

indicates that mihiporgram instructions may. be accessed,. . It; also enables
the generating of INSTENB, and the. incrementing of the Micromemory Address Register at the beginning of each subsequent T H .
At the beginning of the second processor cycle after INSTRUCTION.is
set, the CONTROL flip-flop is set.

This enables CONTENB during non

instruction fetch processor cycles.
During the execution of a front panel operation, the Front Panel
Control circuit retains control of the processor and miniprogram execu
tion.

Processor control is maintained by the generation of processor,

interrupts;

Control over the miniprogram is maintained by. addressing

through the Micromemory Address Register and the controlling of processor
and front panel instruction interaction with INSTENB and CONTENB.
processes continue for

the

duration of the.front panel operation..

These

'
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The termination of the front panel operation begins with the Last
Enable control line (LASTENB) becoming true.
the Front Panel DAta circuit.
the Control circuit.

LASTENB is generated by

This sets the LAST flip-flop contained in

LAST indicates the following instruction is the

final.miniprogram instruction to be executed.
T2 of the final instruction.

LAST clears INT during

It also resets BUSY, INSTRUCTION, CONTROL

and LAST flip-flops during T3 of the last instruction.
the front panel operation.

This terminates

Since these controlling flip-flops are

clear in a processor cycle, the final instruction of the miniprogram
should be a single cycle processor instruction.
The only flip-flop not cleared by LAST is MASK.

The re-enabling, of

Priority Out (PRIOUT) is done by a programmable clearing of MASK rather.
than automaticily renabling it at the completion of the FPU operation.
This is done so lower prioritiy interrupts could be locked out from
affecting the processor activity after completion of a front panel oper
ation.

This is useful when halting.the processor and not enabling other

interrupts which would cause it to restart.
MASK is cleared by the Priority Reset bus signal (PRST) only after
the FPU has set its MASK CLEAR flip-flop.

This flip-flop is set by the

Mask Clear (MCLR) control line form the. Front Panel Data circuit.
MASK is cleared, the MASK CLEAR flip-flop is. also reset.

When

The MASK also

plays a determining role in the initiation of a FPU operation by the
CPU in one instance.

If the CPU initiates a front panel operation with
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a starting address of zero (the conditional halt function), it. is only
executed if MASK is set.
The final function of the Front Panel Control circuit is. its single
instruction capability.

The front panel is able to halt the processor

after only one instruction has been executed.

The FPU single step oper

ation causes the Single Step flip-flop on the Control circuit to be set.
It is set by the INSTSTP control line from the Data circuit.

The Tl time

period of the first non-FPU generated instruction causes the initiation
of the halt operation of the front panel.

When the CPU responds to the

front panel’s interrupt, after one instruction has been executed, the
front panel halts the CPU’s operation and resets the Single Step flipflop.

-

FRONT PANEL DATA CIRCUIT
The Front Panel Data circuit, shown in Figure 9, operates under
miniprogram control, initiated and controlled by the Front Panel Control
circuit.

It contains five data storage registers, a microcontrol memory

and a microcontrol system.
storage by the FPU.

The five data registers are used for. data

The microcohtrol memory contains t h e ,miniprograms

directing the FPU operations.

The microcontrol system directs data

interaction between the front panel data registers and the DARS micro
computer system as per miniprogram instructions.
The five data storage registers are the Address Register, D Regis
ter, Switch Register, Save Register and Flag Register.

The Address,

—
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D and Switch Registers have been described in previous sections.

The

Save Register is used for single byte storage of data during FPU oper
ations.
bits..

The Flag Register is used fot storing the four processor flag
This is used for the Flag status indicators and for retention of

processor flag status.

It is possible for flag states t o .change during

front panel operations, so initial flag states are saved and can be re
stored when the front panel operation is completed.
The mictocontrbl memory contains 256 bytes of Read Only Memory.
front panel miniprograms are stored here.

All

One byte of data is accessed

from the microcontrol memory each processor cycle during an FPU opera
tion.

This memory is organized into 8 pages of 32 bytes each.

All page

selection and byte addressing is done by the Micromemory Address Regis
ter.

During instruction fetch cycles, the byte accessed is sent to the

processor over the D Bus.

It is a standard processor instruction.

During all other cycles, the byte is used for data manipulation with the
microcontrol system, and are called microcontrol instructions.
Front panel microcontrol instructions are different from the stan
dard processor instructions.

There are twetity different operations, that

can be done by. the microcontrol system, and up to five operations may
be encoded into one microinstruction for simultaneous operation.
format of the microinstruction is shown in Figure 10.

The

There are two

control fields in the microinstruction. Control Field I and Control
Field 2.

The four bits in Control Field I (A, B, C arid D ) , define one
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of 16 control operations.
with their bit

These operations are shown in Table 2 along .

configurations

and functions.

the four remaining microcontrol

operations.

Control Field 2 defines
A bit set in the appro

priate Control Field 2 position activates the respective operation.

All

data manipulation capability of the Front Panel Data circuit is.exercised
through these microinstructions.

/,

TABLE 2
CONTROL FIELD I FUNCTIONS

D C B A
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

0
0
0
0
I
I
I
I
0
0
0
0
I
I
I
I

0
0
I
I
0
0
I
I
0
0
I
I
0
0
I
I

0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I

HEX
FORMAT
0
. i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A1
B1
C'
D1
. E'
F''

NAME
G0
Gl
GHS
GLS
LKEG
RSAV
RRST
FSAV
FRST
NOP
INSTP
EXTll
EXT12
EXT13
EXTl 4
MCLR

FUNCTION .
Gate binary zero onto bus
Gate binary one onto bus
Gate high switch data onto bus
Gate low switch data onto bus
Load Save Register from switches
Load Save Register from bus
Restore bus data from Save Reg.
Save Flag status in Flag Register
Restore Flag status to bus
No operation
Instruction step
External Line 11 (Message Lamp)
External Line 12
External.Line 13
External Line 14
Clear MASK flip-flop enable
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Control Field I Instructions
„

The 16 operations encoded in Control Field I'are as follows.

Gate

0 (G0) causes a binary zero to be placed on the D Bus during T3 of the
present cycle.

Gate I (Gl) similarly causes the gating of a binary one.

Gate High Switch Data (GHS) gates the high order eight bits of the
Switch Register data onto the D Bus during the time period T3.

Gate Low

Switch Data (GLS) similarly gates the low order eight bits of the Switch
Register bits both onto the D Bus and into the Save Register at T3.

Reg

ister Save (RSAV) causes the contents of the D Bus to be stored into the
Save Register at the current T3.

Register Restore (RRST) reverses the

operation of RSAV and places the contents .of the Save Register onto the .
D Bus during T3.

Flag Save (FSAV) causes the four low order bits of the

D Bus to be gated into the Flag Register during T4.

This must be done

during an I/O cycle of an Input instruction as this is the only time
flag values appear on the D Bus.

Flag Restore (FRST) causes the four .

bits of the Flag Register to be gated onto the lower four bits of the
L Bus.

To restore the flag condition, these flag bits are used to index

a table in the top 16 locations of memory.

These are ROM locations

which contain constants that when added to themselves causes the flags
to take on the same state of the flags when they were stored.

When the

flag bits are gated onto the L Bus, the other address bits on the H-L
Bus are in a high state, if DMA of Contfol Field 2 is active, and the
appropriate locations are addressed.

No. Operation,(NOP) causes no
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control action to be taken with Control Field 'I.

The four external con

trol signals are used for control signals outside of the Front Panel
Data circuit.

EXTll is used to set the Message Indicator flip-flop on

the Front Panel Display Multiplexer circuit.. The three remaining exter*nal control lines, are unused.
is the Mask Clear (MCLR).

The final control line in Control Field I

As explained earlier, it allows the MASK

flip-flop to be reset by a PRST instruction.from the processor.

Control Field 2 Instructions
Although only one Control Field I function may be active in any one
microinstruction execution, any, all or none of the functions of Control .
Field 2 may be executed in one microinstruction execution.

Disable

Memory Address (DMA) disconnects the H-L Bus from CPU control.

This

causes a condition on the bus.where all bits are at a high level.

The

Last Enable (LASTENB) line, as explained earlier, causes the LAST flipflop oh the Front Panel Control circuit to be set, terminating the
front panel operation.

The Address Enable (ADRENB) function causes the

Address Register to store the contents of the H-L Bus during T3.

The D

Enable control bit (DENB) causes a similar operation to occur with the.
D Bus and the D Register during T3.
Appendix II lists the instructions of the minipfograms controlling
the front panel operations.

The processor’s Accumulator is considered

a scratch register during most front panel operations.

In all operations

except RUN, HALT, L D A a n d D A the contents of the Accumulator are lost.
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However, HALT stores the contents of the Accumulator in the Save Register
as the operation starts.
the Save Register.

RUN loads the Accumulator with the contents of

DA displays the contents of the Save Register.

stores the lower byte of the Switch Register in the Save Register.

LDA
With

proper use of these operations, the Accumulator's contents can be saved
during front panel operations.

Displaying Data Register Contents
The Address Register and D Register connect to the Display Bus.
When these registers are enabled by either ENABLE D or ENABLE ADR, their
contents are multiplexed onto the Display Bus.

This multiplexing is done

and is controlled by the MUX PHASE control lines.

In this manner, the

display can show the contents of either of these registers.

During

CPU program operation, the Address Register is constantly being updated
by the contents of the program counter.

Front panel routines which

change this action are LDHL, DHL, LNM and DNM.

These cause the Address

Register to contain the contents of the H and L processor registers.
On the other hand; the D Register only contains data specifically stored
there by FPU operations and does not change with normal CPU activity.
Although the Switch Register is not directly displayed, it is con
tinually updated by data from the Keyboard Display Register through the
Switch Bus.

This enables,it to be identical to the displayed value.
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SUMMARY
The Front Panel Unit is a keyboard and display centered device de
signed to be the primary interface between.the DARS system and its oper
ator.

It is the tool by which the operator examines and/or modifies

the system operation.
generated data.

It also functions as an input medium for operator

Although primarily used by operator initiated actions,

it also can be initiated by the processor of the microcomputer system.
It is structured to use the micorporcessor to accomplish the data
manipulation tasks.

It utilizes miniprograms to control processor

activity and interacts with the processor as it executes these programs
to manipulate or sample data.

It is designed to operate

ih

this manner

to minimize burden on the processor in displaying data and initiating
various necessary operations.
The structure of the FPU consists of two major systems, a Keyboard/
Display System and a Control/Data System.

The Keyboard/Display System is

used by the. operator to initiate front panel activity and to examine
front panel information.

The Control/Data System does the actual front

panel-processor interaction.

This system controls and interacts with

the processor during the operations.

It contains the data and control

capability for all front panel operations.

CHAPTER 6

.DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
In data acquisition, input data is monitored from points external
to the DARS unit.

These monitoring points sense certain parameters of

the system for analysis.

These parameters may be temperature, force,

speed, specific events, etc.

It is the function of the transducer to

change these quantities into electrical signals.

These electrical sig

nals, it turn, must be converted to a digital format for the DARS CPU.
Data acquisition interfaces perform these functions. .
It is desirable in data acquisition systems that numerous parameters
be monitored simultaneously.
dividually accessible.

Also, each monitoring point should be in

In DARS therefore, provisions were made to have

a separate data bus from one I/O port to which all monitoring units are
tied for control, status and data transfer purposes.

This is the Data

Acquisition System (DAS) portion of DARS.
An important aspect when monitoring data in an atmospheric environ
ment is the protection of the system from electrostatic discharges.

It

is necessary to protect the system so that if the system were to fail as
a result of, high voltage,. power loss, short circuit, etc., the remaining,
network would function.
In the design of the DARS system,

was ..included a data bus electri

cally isolated from the I/O port and the processing system.

The control,

status and data lines, of the I/O port were duplicated in the DAS data
bus.

All the transducer system (transducers and interface electronics)
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is separate from the controlling portion of BARS.
The Data Acquisition System is designed to contain different inter
face modules.

These modules are connected to the DAS data bus.

Each

module may be activated separately to furnish desired data to the I/O
port when polled by the processor.
address.

Each module responds to a separate

When the module detects its particular address as a portion of

the data output from the port, it is activated. . In this manner, each
transducer interface is a separate entity.

However, control from the

DARS CPU acts on the entire DAS bus as a whole.

The External Control

lines from the I/O port connect in a parallel manner to each module, so
the control lines.affect the system in its entirety.
one control line is used.

Currently, only

EC4, CLR, acts as the bus enabling signal.

To perform any function, CLR must be false, as it holds, when in a true
state, all modules in a nonfunctional or cleared mode.

ISOLATION SYSTEM
Electrical isolation between the I/O port and the DAS data bus is
achieved by using devices known as optical isolators.

An optical isol-r

ator is a unit which, uses light rather than electrical signals to trans
mit data.
transistor.

It is comprised of a light emitting diode (LED) and a photo
Light is generated by the LED when current flows through

it, and is detected by the photo transistor, turning it on.
the transistor is off when the LED is not emitting light.

Otherwise *
Using the •

binary bus data.to control the LED's, data can be transmitted between
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two systems.
Referring to the Isolation System schematic* figure 11, data and
control signal lines from the I/O port and the DAS bus drive circuitry to
turn off or on the LED's in the optical isolators.

The off or on state

of the photo transistors are then buffered to drive the appropriate bus
or port lines.
The Isolation System primarily acts as a signal buffer between the.
I/O port and the DAS data bus.

However, signal delays can occur during

signal transistions due to the relatively slow nature of the optical
isolators.

Tb compensate for this, the two data ready, signals, Input

Ready (INPRDY) and Output Ready (OUTRDY), are manipulated by the isola
tion Systemi

It delays these signals in order for the respective levels

on the data lines to stabilize.

In this manner, no erroneous data can

result from the transition of a ready line before all transitions on
the data lines are complete.
These delays are generated by one-shot pulse generators.

When a

change of state on a ready.line occurs, it.triggers a delay pulse.

The

trailing edge of the delay pulse■causes the isolated ready line to change
state.

When the ready line that had initiated the state change returns

to its normal state, the isolated ready line immediately follows with no
delay.

Figure 12 shows this sequence in a timing diagram.

Note, too,

in addition to the delay, there is a sense inversion on the ready line.
INPRDY.and OUTRDY of the I/O port are INPRDY and OUTRDY of the DAS bus.
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The separate power supplies illustrate the isolation between the
DARS controller and the DAS system.

Buffering of the transferred data

before and after the isolators is done to minimize loading by the Iso
lation System and to maximize its drive capability.
In the actual physical arrangement, a 36 conductor cable connects
the I/O port to the Isolation System, via edge connectors on each board.
The Isolation System board plugs into any of the DAS bus slots.
drives the output and control DAS bus lines.
and input lines of the DAS system.

It

It terminates all sense

Table 3 shows the structure of the

DAS data bus at the edge connectors of the bus connecting circuit boards.

DATA ACQUISITION INTERFACES
There are two types of Data Acquisition Interfaces currently imple
mented in DARS.
Converter.

First, there is an eight channel Analog to Digital

It programmably selects one of eight analog input channels

and converts it to a proportional digital binary value.
Binary Up/Down Counting board.

The second is a

This interface monitors three input

TABLE 3

DAS BUS CONFIGURATION
Function
• DAS +5V

Bus Pin

. Function

Bus.Pin

I
2
.3
4 .
5.
6

. DAS +5V

A
B
C
D
E
F
H
J
. K.
L
M
N
P
R
S
T
u.
V
W
.X
Y
Z

DARS +5V
INPACC
DO-4
DO-5 .
DO-6
..
I
8
DO-7 .
EC-6
9
EC-7 .
10
ES-5
11
. ES-6’
. 12
ES-7
13.
..INPRDY
14
, 15
DI-4
DI-5
16
DI-6
17
18
Di-7
DARS Gnd
19
+15 V
20
21
-15V
.DAS Gnd
22

DARS +5V .
OUTKDY
DO-0
DO—I
DO-2
. DO-3
EC-4 (CLR)
EC-5
ES-I
ES-2 .
ES-3
OUTACC
DI-0
■
DI-I
PI-2
DI-3
. DARS Gnd
+15V
..-15V
DAS Gnd ’

signals and keeps a sum of complete sequencing of input signals through
the three input sensors.

The Analog to Digital,(A/D) Converter is used

to monitor analytic signals, such as force, temperature, etc.

Thd

counter interface is.used to monitor digital event occurences.

Interface Module Addressing
The four least significant, bits (LSB) of the output data acta as an
address, selecting one of up to 16 modules.

The four most significant

bits (MSB) of the output data can be used .for data'.control by the
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selected module.

When a module is selected by outputting its address

from the I/O port, the selected module controls the data bus until it
completes the desired activity by transmitting its data back to the I/O
port and the I/O port issues a signal indicating it has accepted the
data.

Therefore, only one module is actively using the I/O port or DAS

bus at a time.

No module may gain access to the data bus at this time,

or any time, unless it is initiated through the I/O port.

The I/O

action through the I/O port is restricted to complete I/O handshake
cycles.

Outputting data must be followed by inputting data when the

appropriate data is ready.

Two successive outputs to different modules

without any inputting of data would cause data bus conflicts as two
modules would try to utilize the bus.
As a precaution to prevent erroneous address recognition by a mod
ule other than the intended module, the addressing is synched with
OUTRDY.

Since OUTRDY is delayed by the Isolation system, the data out

put is stable before any address recognition is enabled.
The addressing circuit is shown in Figure 13.

The four LSB of the

data out byte provide the address from the control system.
designate the address the module will respond to.

Four switches

Switch I (SWl) cor

responds to bit 0., the LSB of the address. • Switch 4 (SW4) corresponds
to bit 3, the MSB of the address. . If a switch is open, the correspon
ding address bit is a zero, a closed switch designates the bit is a one.
When an output address corresponds to.its respective address bit on
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the interface, the output of the Exclusive-Or gate comparing the two is
high.

If the output address bit does not correspond to the designated

address bit of the module, the Exclusive-Or output is low.

The address

ing of a module is recognized when all address bits are valid, OUTRDY is
true, and CLR is false.

This then resets the MODULE ENABLE, terminating

current activity with the module.

If CLR is true, it inhibits enabling

of the module by holding the MODULE ENABLE flip-flop set.

With this

scheme, valid module addressing and activation is assured.

FIGURE 13
DAS INTERFACE MODULE ADDRESSING CIRCUIT

CLU

>

M ODULE
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Eight Channel Analog To Digital Converter Module
The Eight Channel Analog to Digital Converter programmably addresses
one of eight analog input channels and converts that analog quantity to
a proportional eight bit digital value.

The value is input to the DARS

control system via the DAS data bus system.

In this manner, analog

quantities produced from various transducers may be monitored by the DARS
system.

Eight points can be monitored in a multiplexed fashion using

this single transducer interface.
The basic architecture of this module is as follows.

Eight single

sided, current driven, analog buffer amplifiers connect to the individual
transducers.

One of the eight of these outputs is selected using three ...

of the four remaining non-address output data bits (DO-4, DO-5 and DO-6).
The selected signal is multiplexed to a differential input, dual slope,
eight bit analog to digital converter.

The converter digitizes the

input signal and this digital data is transferred to the DAS control
Section via the I/O port.
The analog input to the module is current driven.. This is to min
imize the effects of line losses incurred in signal transmission between
the transducer and the interface.

It operates with a single sided cur

rent of between four and twenty milllamps (mA).

These levels are offset

by 16 mA, as an input of 12 mA produces a zero digital value, and 4 mA
and 20 mA produce negative and positive full scale digital values re- .
spectively.

These input characteristics are,designed to complement the
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National Semiconductor Company's LH0036 and LH0045 Low Power Instrumenta
tion Amplifier and Two Wire Transmitter integrated circuits.
Referring to the Eight Channel A/D Converter schematic. Figure 14,
the input currents produce a voltage through the 124 ohm input resistors,
Rl.

This voltage varies with current from .5 volts to 2.5 volts.

is. the input voltage for the amplifiers.

This

The signal amplifiers are op

erational amplifiers with a voltage gain of four.

They are input pro

tected with a .2 microfarad capacitor, a 5.1 volt zener diode and a
resistor, R2, from high frequency spikes and high and reverse voltage
levels.

A 2 mA offset current is applied to the negative input terminal

of the amplifier to offset the single sided input signal.

The output of

the amplifier produces a voltage of plus or minus four volts peak for
full scale input signals.

The 2 mA offset current is generated by a

temperature compensated current source circuit, comprised of R3, R4, R5,
R6 and the two 2N4124 transistors.
offset current.

R3 is adjustable to calibrate the

R7 and R8 set the gain of the amplifier to four^

With

this scheme, the outputs of the operational amplifiers range from -4
volts with a 4 mA

input current to +4 volts with an input current of

20 mA,
These analog signals are multiplexed through the analog multiplexer
into the A/D converter.

One of the eight channels is selected by the

three address bits DO-4, DO-5 and DO-6.

These bits are stored in the

Channel Address Register at the resetting.o f .MODULE ENABLE.

The. selected
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analog channel is input to the A/D via a 4:1 voltage divider, R9, Rl0 and
RH.

This produces an input to the A/D of plus or minus one volt peak,

the maximum signal levels of the converter.

R9 is the gain adjustment to

calibrate for minor differences in the eight analog circuits.

The 4.3

volt zener diodes are used as clamps to protect the inputs of the analog
multiplexer from voltages greater than 5 volts in. magnitude.

R8 protects

the output of the analog multiplexer from possible input shorts to the
plus or minus 15 volt power supply on the A/D converter, should they
occur.
The resetting of MODULE ENABLE triggers an OUTACC pulse and the
input data bus drivers are enabled.

The trailing of OUTACG generates a

.

one microsecond start of conversion pulse (SOC) to the A/D.
. At the end of conversion, when the. converter has digitized its
input signal',, the end of conversion signal (EQC) becomes true.
triggers the INPRDY pulse.

This

At this time, the outputs of the A/D contain

the digitized analog signal value.

This data.is placed onto the input

-

data bus by the enabled input data bus drivers.. When the port has ac
cepted the data, INPACC becomes true, clocking MODULE ENABLE set, dis
abling the interface module.

Binary Up/Down Counting Interface
The Binary Up/Down Counting interface is used to monitor the number
of revolutions of a rotating disk.

The number of revolutions can be
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directly converted to displacement if. the rotating disk is attached to
the axis of a pulley with a known diameter.
The counting system utilizes three input signals from the transducer
These correspond to three sensors which can detect the presence of a slot
on the rotating disk.

In one rotation, the slot detection sequences

through the three sensors.

Rotation in the opposite direction causes

the reverse sequence in slot detection.

These three displacement input

signals X l , X2 and X3, are true when the slot on the rotating disk passes
the slot detector.

In a positive displacement, rotation, the slot seqen-

ces from Xl to X2 to X3 to Xl and so on.

In a reverse displacement

sequence, the sequence is from X3 to X2 to Xl to X3.

If an up count is

generated by the X3 to Xl transition and a down count on the XI. to X3
transition, an accurate measure of the number of rotations may be kept.
An eight bit binary counter is used to keep track of the net sum of
rotations of the disk.

It has a maximum count of 255, but it wraps

around itself from 0 to 255 and from 255 to 0 when necessary.

The CPU

need only poll the counter interface for the current count rather than
perform the counting operation itself.

During polling, the counter

state is input to the CPU.
The counter circuit operates as follows.

Each time a sensor input

becomes true, a comparison of the current active sensor state to the
previous sensor state is made.

If the current state is Xl and the pre

vious state was X3, an up count increments the counter.

Conversely, if

/
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the current state is X3 and the previous state was X l , a down count dec
rements thfe counter.
counter state.

All other state transitions have no effect upon the

After the comparison is.made, the new states of Xl and

X3 are stored for reference during the next state transition.
The actual displacement input'signals are current generated.

Refer

ring to Figure 15, it is seen when a displacement input sinks 25 mA.from
the counter circuit, the trasisitof input buffer turns on.

This places

a logic high state at the input of the appropriate buffer.

This trig

gers a comparison delay pulse.

Either a down (DN) or an up (UP) count

state is indicated if the previous state, stored in the Previous State
■
Registers.,, and the current state are appropriate. The transition of
either UP or DN generate a count pulse (CNT), which either, increment or
decrement the counter as indicated by UP or D N .
In addition to clocking the counter, the up and down clock pulses
set or reset the direction flip-flop.

This is used as a status bit to

indicate the direction of the last complete rotation.

The bit.is set to.

indicate an upward sequence, or reset indicating a downward sequence.
To monitor this status bit, the status input should be enabled and input
before the input from the interface has been preformed.

When'the input

data (not the status) has been input, INPACC resets MODULE ENABLE, and
terminates the interface interrogation by the CPU.'

Inputting of status

has no effect upon the module state.
The previous states of Xl and X3 are stpred in the Previous State
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Registers.

The trailing edge of the Comparison Delay pulse stores the

new states of Xl and X3 into the Previous State Registers and terminates
the counting operation.

No additional counting is done until the current

input signal becomes false and a new signal is detected.
When polling the interface, MODULE ENABLE is set, and .OUTACC is
generated.

INPRDY becomes true after a short delay, signalling data is

ready for the I/O port.

When this input data is accepted, INPACC dis

ables the interface module.

As with the A/D interface module, CLR dis

ables all module operation.

The counter is held clear, inhibiting

counting.

When CLR is false, counting is performed.

■ SUMMARY
The Data Acquisition System portion of DARS is the means by which
the monitored data is converted to a digital information format and
input into the system.

It is completely isolated, electrically, from

the controlling portion of DARS and communicates with it via an I/O port.
DAS is a bus structured system containing different interface mod
ules.

Each module is individually accessable by the CPU and can indi

vidually be polled for monitored information. There are currently two
interface modules utilized in DARS.

The first is an Eight Channel Analog

to Digital Converter, used to measure analytic signals.
Binary Up/Down Counter interface.
event occurances.

The second is a

It. is used to digitally.monitor
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Using this type of bus structure, expansion and modification to the
transducer interface system is possible without taxing' d r .modifying, the
current existing DAS system capabilities.

CHAPTER 7

MASS STORAGE SYSTEM
Data storage is an integral part in a data acquisition system.
The data storage medium must be able to store and retrieve monitored
data as well as operating system programs.

For this purpose, into DARS

was incorporated a magnetic cassette tape storage system.

The cassette

tape storage system provides a small, versatile mass data storage sys
tem.

MASS STORAGE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The center of the Mass Storage System is the cassette tape drive
unit.

It contains the mechanical and electrical systems used in basic

tape operation.

These include tape carriage, motors, recording and

playback circuits and the basic deck.control electronics.

In order for

efficient operation of this cassette system by the microcomputer, there
is a second part of the Mass Storage System.
terface.

It is the tape drive in

The tape drive interface lets the controlling and interactive

capability of DARS be compatable with the control and data systems of
the tape drive unit.

It acts as a translator and interpreter between

DARS and the cassette tape drive unit*

CASSETTE SYSTEM BUS
There are three major sections which comprise the complete cassette
system; the cassette tape drive unit with its electronics, the tape
drive interface and the I/O port of DARS.

All of these, elements inter

act during Mass Storage System operation.

In order to accomplish this
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smoothly, all three elements connect to one bus system.

Here each ele

ment share some if not all data and control lines with the dthers.
This system is the cassette interface bus.
shown in Figure 16.

A diagram of the bus is

Of the ,60 total bus lines, 22 connect to the

CASSETTE INTERFACE BUS
Function
Pin
+12 Volts
I
Ground
3
-12 Volts
5
+5 Volts.
7
DO-0
9
11
DO-3
13
EC-4
15 • DO-4
17'.. , DO-7
19
EC-7 '
DI-0
21
23 ' DI-5
DI-2
25
DI-7
27
HI/LO .
.29
STP/RUN
31
IRG
33
RDD
35
WT
37
WRITEPERM
39
WTD .
41
43
CIP . .
MODE
45
GAP
47.
INPRDY
49
OUTACC
51
. ENDR
53
PCLR .
55
SI
.57
INPUT CLOCK •
59 .

• Pin
Function
+12 Volts
2
Ground
4
-12 Volts
.6
+5 Volts
. 8
DO-I
10
DO-2
12
.14
EC-5 .
16
DO-5
18 . PP-6
EC-6 '
20
D
1-4
.. 22
DI-I
24
DI-6
26
28
DI-3
LDE
30
RDCK
32
FWD/REV
34
WE
36
FST
38
WRITEPERM S
40
42
LDR
WTCK
44
DRO
46
TAPE
48
END
, .50
52 . OUTRDY
ENd w :
... 54
INCM '
56
58
$3
60
52

.. FIGURE 16

■■■■
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cassette drive unit, 29 to the I/O port, and all 60 to the tape drive
interface.

One bils line connects to the Real Time Clock.

This provides

the clocking signal used in timing write operations.

CASSETTE TAPE DRIVE UNIT
The cassette drive unit for DARS is the Interdyne IC2500 Cassette
Tape Drive unit.

It is built into the DARS frame and operates as an in

tegral part of the system.
cassette.

It utilizes a Phillips type, ANSI standard

This contains magnetic recording tape, .300 feed in length,

certified for 1600 flux changes per inch.

This gives a data density

of 800 serial, phase encoded bits per inch, enabling up to 2.88 Megabits
of data to be stored per side of the cassette.
In reading or writing cassette data, the drive may operate with a
tape speed of either 2 or 20 inches per second (ips), in either forward
or reverse direction.

It may fast wind the tape at 90 ips or erase .

(gap) the tape at 20 ips, both in either direction.

(Erasing.is used to

create gaps between data groups, or records, on the tape.
data overwrites and erases perviously recorded data.)

Recording

While reading,

writing or gapping, the read/write head and pinch roller is engaged,
contacting the tape.

During fast wind or tape loading, this mechanism

is disengaged, and released from tape contact.,
Complete drive unit information can be found in the technical man
ual of the tape drive unit, supplied with the tape unit system (2). .
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For controlling and monitoring these tape drive operations, the
drive unit coritaihs various signal lines.

There are threh type of sig

nal lines used by the drive unit. Control Input, Status, and Signal
Input/Output lines.

Tables

4, 5 and 6 list these signal lines with

their appropriate functions.

These are controlled or monitored by the

TABLE 4
CONTROL INPUT LINES
Signal Line
Load Enable(LDE)

Function.
Disengages the pinch roller and
.head for tape removal. Tape unit
is stopped irrespective.of other,
control input line levels.

Stop/Run(STP/RUN)

A logical I inhibits tape motion, .
a 0 causes motion per Forward/
Reverse control line. •

High/Low speed(HI/LO)

High, speed tape,motion is caused
by a I state, a .0 causes tape motion at low speed.

Forward/Reverse

Forward motion is a result of a
logical I, reverse by a 0.

Fastwind (FST)'

A logical 0 overrides all other
control, line signals, causing
high speed tape winding.

ReadVWrite(WT)

A logical 0. .energizes the write
circuitry, a I causes data to tie
■ read from the tape.'

Write Ehable(WE)

Data is ,written oh the.tape with
a I condition, the tape is gapped
if a 0 state is Set. .
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TABLE 5
STATUS LINES
Signal Line

Function

Cassette in Place
(CIP)

A logical .0 indicates the cassette is
properly mounted in the carriage.

Write Permission
(WP)

A 0 state on this line shows the
write permission tab on the cassette
has been removed.

BOT/EOT Leader(LDR)

A logical I indicates either the EOT/
BOT or the leader is being sensed by
the sensor in the tape unit.

Interrecord Gap
(IRG)

Erased portions of the tape are
passing over the head when this line .
is in a 0 state. A I state, indicates
data is being read..

Door Open(DRO)

An open door to the tape unit is in
dicated by a 0, a I indicates .the !.door,
is properly closed.

TABLE 6
INPUT/OUTPUT LINES
Signal Lines

Fuhction

Write Data Input
(WTD)

Serial data being recorded is input"with
this line.

Write Data Clock
(WTCK)

This is used to strobe of clock the data
bit on the ,Write. Data Input line.

Read Data Output
(RDD)

Serial data read from the cassette is
received via this data line.

Read Data Output
Clock(RDCK)

The read data output from the cassette
is strobed by this signal.
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cassette tape interface during operation of the drive unit.

The timing

for these signals is described in the tape unit’s technical, manual.

CASSETTE INTERFACE SYSTEM
The cassette interface system makes the control, data and status
lines from the I/O port of DARS compatible with those of the cassette
tape drive unit.

All control signal and data signal synchronization

and generation is done by the interface system.

The interface system

is made up of two major parts: an interface control circuit and an
interface data circuit.

The control circuit generates all the drive

unit’s control input line signals with the appropriate timing con
straints.

It also generates the non-data status signal bit states for

the I/O port.

It does this by combining the cassette tape drive unit’s

status lines with its own operational state.conditions.

The cassette

circuit handles all the data interaction between the I/O port and the
drive unit.

■

It also supplies the data status bits for the I/O port and

generates or monitors the signal input/output lines from the cassette
drive unit.

MASS STORAGE SYSTEM OPERATION
All interaction with the cassette is done via an eight bit Parallel
I/O port.

Cassette control commands, as well as all inputting and out-

putting of data and tape drive unit status monitoring is done via the
single I/O port.

In controlling the drive unit, there are 16 operational
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states.

Each state causes a specific tape unit operation.

These include

bidirectional, two speed reading and writing, bidirectional fast winding
and gapping, and stopping and/or enabling the loading of a cassette into
the unit.
the

The interface also performs data format changes.

data from the eight bit parallel, byte parallel format

It converts
of the I/O

port to the bit serial format of the tape unit and visa versa.

Thirdly,

in addition to commands arid data, there are eight status bits which can
be monitored by the CPU through the I/O port.

These bits, which give

the exact operational state of the cassette tape drive unit» are gener
ated by the interface.

They enable complete CPU monitoring of cassette

operation.
The various aspects of the Mass Storage System interface are enu
merated arid described in detail in the following sectioris.

Control
The tape drive interface controls the actions of the tape drive
unit according to the state of the four external control signal lines
from the I/O port.

These four bits define 16 possible states of opera

tion of the cassette drive.

Table 7 describes the control bit config

urations for the sixteen different operations.

Sense
The six external sense lines (status lines) generated by the inter
face are STOP/RUN,.MODE, GAP, WRITEPERM,. TAPE apd END.

These indicate
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TABLE 7

TAPE UNIT CONTROL OPERATIONS
External Control
EC 7 EC6 EC5 EC4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I . 0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
I
I .I
I
I
I
I

0
0
I
I
0
0
I
I
0
0
I
I
0
0
I
I

0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I

Cassette Operation
Load
Stop
East-Wind Forward
Fast-Wind Reverse
Read Forward Slow
Read Forward Fast
Read Reverse Slow
Read Reverse Fast
Write Forward Slow
Write Forward Fast
Write Reverse Slow
Write Reverse Fast
Gap Forward
Gap Reverse
Set Synchronous Mode
Set Incremental Mode

the non-data status of the Mass Storage System.

The two sense bits

STOP/RUN and Mode are used together to indicate the one of four major
cassette states currently in. operation:

the stopped state, the fast-

wind state, the reading state, or the writing or gapping state.

The

stopped state indicates there is no activity in the tape drive unit.
The fast-wind state reflects that the drive is currently fast-winding
the tape.

During a read operation, the reading state is indicated.

Similiarly, the writing or gapping state shows the drive is performing
one of those two operations.

Table 8 gives the state of the sense bits

for each of the four types of operations' just described.

The GAP sense
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TABLE 8

.

STOP/RUN-MODE OPERATIONAL STATUS.. STATES
Operation.

.

STOP/RUN.

MODE

Reading

0

0 '

Writing or Gapping

0

I

Fast-Wind

I

I

Stop or Load

I

0.

bit,, when true, indicates the tape is currently reading a gap area on
the tape.
circuitry.

If it is false, data is currently.being detected by the. read
It is valid only in a read operation.

WRITEPERM indicates

with a true state that the cassette is able to he recorded on or erased.
A false state reflects that the tape cassette has had its write permis
sion tab

removed.

TAPE is used to indicate tape carriage status.

When

false, either the door is open or a cassette is no in place, otherwise
TAPE is true.

When either leader or the EOT/BOT load point is detected,

END is in a true state.

'.

Figure 17 illustrates the status bit positions in the status byte .
input to the.CPU by executing a status input sequence, for the particular

END

|.________ I

TAPE

.

■URTTP

.1

PERM t

INPRDY

.

GAP

I , ■■■

'

I-

MODE

-

Bit 7

..".I-

STP./RUN

■

I.
'

CASSETTE STATUS BYTE FORMAT
... FIGURE-17

OUTRDY

..

Bit 0

.I
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I/O port controlling the tape drive unit.

This shows all status lines;

the six generated by the interface as well as the two status bits gen
erated by the I/O port to indicate read and write operation states.

Reading, And Writing
The tape drive unit operates in one of two modes when reading or
writing.

It has a synchronous mode where data is written on or read

from the tape in a multibyte format.
groups or records/

Data gaps occur only between byte

These records may contain any number of bytes.

number of bytes is left to the controlling program to determine.

The
When

reading or writing in this mode, a complete record must be read or
written.

The sequence may not be interrupted and resumed in mid-record.

If it is interrupted, erroneous data will result.
The second mode of operation is the incremental mode.

This mode

enables the writing of records of data a single byte at a time.

In

writing data in this manner, small gaps between each data byte on the
tape will occur.

These small gaps do not effect the record format and

are used to accomodate for tape motion during tape drive starting arid
stopping before and after recording the single byte of data.

These

small interbyte gaps are ignored, however, when reading data from the
unit in incremental mode.

As in synchronous mode, reading must be done

on a record by record basis.

An interrupted Incremerital read sequence

invalidates the data read from the remaining porting of the recordi if
the reading of that record is resumed.
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Control Timing
In addition to drive unit control and status signal generation, the
interface generates the appropriate time delays for necessary operation.
A time delay, termed phase one, $1, is generated to cover the motor
start time and an initial start gap at the beginning of a record pro
ceeding data recording.

A second delay, called phase two $2, is used

to generate a stop gap.

This is a gap following the final data byte of

a record, similiar to a start gap.

The third time delay, phase three,

13, is used to cover the motor stop time, a time when the motors ramp
down to a stop.
As it might be expected, motor start times and motor stop times
vary with the speed of tape motion.

To compensate for this, the three

delays are adjusted to generate identical length gaps between records,
independent of tape speed.

Figure 18 illustrates the relationship be

tween motor start and stop times, start and stop gaps and data within
a record.

A uniform gap distance of one inch preceeds a record, and a

gap distance of three quarters of one inch follows a record.

This re

sults in an inter-record gap of 1.75 inches.

<--------- @1---------->
<--------- 1"---------->
Motor
Start
Gap

FIGURE 18:

< - $ 2—
— — $3---->
< ------ .75"---- --- >

DATA RECORD

SYNCHRONOUS GAP-DATA FORMAT

Motor
Stop
\ Gap
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At the low speed, 2 ips, the motor start time is 10 msec.

Assuming

a linear ramp, the tape distance moved during the motor start is .01".
The start gap mus be .99" in length, so the start gap is 495 msec.
at slow speed is 12 msec.

S3

This permits approximately .01" of tape mo

tion, phase two at low speed must be 370 msec.

Similiarly at high

speed, 20 ips, the motor start and motor stop times are 50 and 60 msec,
respectively.

Tape motion for each is .5".

The high speed start gap is

.5" .for a time .of 25 msec., resulting in a Si of 75 msec.
two, .25" of tape must move, so $2 is 25 msec.

During phase

Phase three is the motor

stop time of 60 msec.
In the incremental mode, these times change due to data format
changes.

With the single byte, data format iri this mode, only writing

at low speed is permitted, since frequent stopping and starting between
bytes at high speed wastes too much tape.

Since smaller gaps between

bytes are desired, phase one is shortened to 15 msec.

10 msec, are used

for motor start, and the remaining .5 msec, provide

start gap of .01"

a

Phase two is shortened to 3 msec., having then a negligible effect.
Phase three remains the same at 12 msec.
mat is shown in Figurfe 19.

The incremental mode tape for

Interbyte gap si are .03" in length.

gaps are short enough that they do not effect the record format.

These
The

status bit GAP does.not reflect these small interbyte gaps if reading is
done in incremental mode.
though.

The longer inter-record gaps are detected,

If incrementally recorded data is read in synchronous mode

<----- .02"----- >
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<------ .02"------- >

*-------$1------->

Motor
Start
Gap

<r$2->----- 43------ 3>

Motor
Stop
Gap

-DATA BYTE WITH PREFIX BIT

FIGURE 19:

INCREMENTAL GAP-DATA FORMAT

these gaps will be detected, resulting in erroneous data.
Data written in incremental mode may be read at either speed.

Data

written at high speed in incremental mode will cause errors, since the
time for motor start is longer than what was alloted for in recording.
Reading at either speed will not cause any errors.
Set synchronous mode and set incremental mode are the only two com
mands which effect the reading and writing operation modes.

When either

mode is set by one of the commands, the mode remains until changed by
the opposite mode set command.
Phase one and phase three are also used to time motor start and
stop times in gap and fast-wind operations.

Gapping, which is done at

a speed of 20 ips, uses high speed start and stop times.
75 msec., and phase two is 60 msec.

Phase one is

Fast-winding is done at 90 ips, and

utilizes a phase one time of 500 msec., and a phase three time of 370
msec, for motor start and motor stop.

INTERFACE CONTROL CIRCUIT
All tape drive operations are defined by the states of the four ex
ternal control lines from the I/O port.

These drive operations are the

result of the signal states of the control input lines of the tape drive
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unit.

The interface circuit generates the control input line signals

with the appropriate timing considerations for operations defined by
these external control bits.
There are eight control signals in the interface control circuit
which either directly drive or combine with other signals to generate
the signals for the control input lines of the tape drive unit.
These eight control signals are:
LOADENB and FAST.

LATCH, GAP, RUN, READ, HI, FWD,

Each operational state defined by the external control

bits have specific states for these eight control signals.

The control

signal states for each operational state are shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9
TAPE UNIT OPERATION CONTROL SIGNAL STATES
Operation

Control
Signal
FAST
LOADENB
FWD
HI
READ
GAP
LATCH

I
I
I
I
0
0
0

I
0
I
I
I
0
0

0
0
I
I
I
I
I

0
0
0
I
I
I
I

I
0
I
0
I
0
I

I
0
I
I
I
0
I

I
0
0
0
I
0
I

I
0
0
I
I
0
I

I
0
I
0
0
I
I

I
0
I
I
0
I
I

I
0
0
0
0
I
I

I
0
0
I
0
I
I

LATCH is used to control interface operation.

I
0
I
I
0
0
I

I
0
0
I
0
0
I

I
0
0
I
I
0
0

I
0
0
0
I
0
0

When the external

control lines change and LATCH is true. the current interface operation
is immediately changed when the external control lines change.

If
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LATCH is false, the current interface operation is not changed until the
current operation is complete.

Such operation prevents premature terrn^

!nation of an operation when the subsequent operation Atate command is
output to the interface.

The control or operational state command is

the operation by the external control lines.
GAP controls the erasing of the tape during recording operations..
If GAP is true during a write operation, the tape is erased.

If GAP is

false, or if it is true, but it is not in a write operation, it has no
effect.

RUN indicates the motor status, if RUN is true, then motors

and capstan cause tape motion.

If RUN is false, tape motion

fast-wind operations is prevented.
the state of RUN.

READ indicates the mode of cassette operation; true

reading or writing operations.

mechanism.

HI directs speed of

True directs high tape speed, false

FWD controls the direction of tape motion in reading,

writing or fast-wind operations.
reverse.

.

A fast-wind directive overrides

indicates reading data; false indicates writing.

dictates slow.

in non-

True for forward operation; fast for .

Load enable, LOADENB, controls the head and pinch roller
A true state releases the heads and pinch roller from con

tact with the tape, enabling the loading, of a cassette in the drive
unit.

A false state of LOADENB engages the head mechanism, causing

normal operations.

The final interface control signal is FAST.

indicates a fast-wind when it is in a true state.

This

If it is false, nor

mal operation is enabled as indicated by RUN and HI*

The state of
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these eight lines control all timing and cassette tape drive control
line signals generated by the interface control circuit.
Of the eight control input lines of the tape unit, LDE, FWD/REV,
HI/LO and WT are directly driven by the interface control circuit sig
nals LOADENB, FWD, HI and READ, respectively.

The three remaining con

trol input lines, STP/RUN, FST and WE are governed by the state of
flip-flops in the interface control circuit.
trols the STP/RUN control input line.
flops drive FST and WE respectively.

The Stop flip-flop con

The Fast and Write Enable flipThe states.of these flip-flops

are governed using control signals and tape, status information by the
interface control circuit.
In a similar manner, the sense lines to the I/O port are generated
either directly or combinatorially from status lines from the tape drive
unit, control signals or signal input/output lines.
by the Stop Flip-flop.

MODE, GAP and TAPE are combinatorially driven by

status and control lines.

WRITEPERM is generated by the WRITEPERM sta

tus line from the tape drive unit.
flip-flop.

STOP/RUN i s ■driven

END reflects the state of the End

This is set by the true condition of the LDR status line.

Referring to the interface control circuit schematic. Figure 20,
the eight control signals are generated by the external control lines in
the Control Signal Decoder.

The Control Signal Decoder is.a ROM, ad- ,

dressed by the external control signal lines.

The control signal states

of the .current tape unit operation command are stored in the Control

WRITE PERM

WRITE PERM

STP/RUN

ZTP

MODE

WHiT-wti C A v.6P

WRITE
ENABLE
STOP

CONTROL
SIGNAL REG.
EXT. CONT.
EC4

6R I

(/J

EC6 (2 1

CONTROL
SIGNAL
DECODER

INCREMENTAL

2N4I26

/IH4

Jl I , '

FIGURE 20:

INTERFACE CONTROL SCHEMATIC
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Signal Register.

Although the external control bit configurations may

change, the contents of the Control Signal Register will not change when
the external control lines' states change, unless permitted to do so by
LATCH.

Further operation of the interface control circuit will be ex

plained in the descriptions of the various interface operations in the
following sections..

Power Up
During power up, the external control bits are in a zero state,
causing the LOAD state command.

The interface control signal PCLR,

Power-On-Clear, resets the delay timers, SI, $2 and S3, causing the con
trol signals of the LOAD, state to be stored in the Control Signal Reg
ister and clears the systems on the interface data circuit.

In the

power up sequence, the Stop flip-flop is set to the stop state.

This

places the tape drive control input line STP/RUN in a high state, the
stop condition.

The Write Enable flip-flop is set.

control input line to be set to the gap mode.
also in the write mode with motors running.

This drives the WE

It will only gap if it is
PCLR also sets the inter

face to synchronous mode by resetting the Incremental flip-flop.

Load
When the interface is set to the LOAD state, the cassette drive unit
is stopped and the head and pinch rollers are released.

This enables

loading and/or unloading a cassette from the transport.

The motors are
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stopped because the Stop flip-flop is held set.

The control signal RUN

being false sets the Stop flip-flop.. 'GAP being.true retains a gdp
writing condition, preventing spurrious data recording.

■

Keeping Write

Enable cleared acheives this condition.. The state of the Incremental
Mode flip-flop is retained by HI and FWD remaining true.

Fast-winding

is prevented by the false state of FAST clearing the Fast flip-flop.
The head and pinch roller mechanism is released from thd tape by LOADENB
being true.

The immediate change from a load state at the changing of

control signals is enabled with LATCH being true.

Stop

;
The STOP state is identical to LOAD, except LOADENB is.false, not

releasing the head and pinch roller mechanism. : In all other aspects it
has the same operational states as LOAD.

Fast-Wind
Fast-winding causes the tape to wind at 90 ips, disregarding tape data,
until either clear leader or a tape load point is detected, or a dif
ferent control signal state is sensed.
setting the Fast flip-flop.

The control signal FAST is true,

It remains set until the transition from

false to true of the LDR status line, or a non-fast-witid control signal
is present at the input of the Control, Signal Register.
conditions‘cause the" Fast flip-flip to be reset.

Either of these

The resetting of ,Fast

triggers the phase, three ($3) motor stop timer, stopping the motors.
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LATCH is false, disabling new control signal states to be stored in the
Control Signal .Register until thfe end of the phase three time period.
At the end of phase three, the motors have stopped, terminating the
fast-wind.

Writing is disabled during a fast-wind by a true state on

GAP, clearing the Write Enable flip-flop.

STP/RUN and MODE are both

set to indicate a fastwind operational state on the sense lines.
being false Sets the Stop flip-flop.

RUN

FST, generated by the Fast flip-

flop, overrides the stop condition of STP/RUN and also sets MODE.
and FWD being true keep the Incremental Mode flip-flop stable.
denotes the direction of the fast-wind.

HI

FlW also

The state of FWD is the only

difference between the control signal states, for the two fast-wind
operations.

Read
A read operation causes tape motion and sets up the interface to
accept data from the. tape unit.

The control signals for all read oper

ations are identical except for the speed and direction Signals, HI and
FWD.

As with the fast-wind operations, LATCH is false, inhibiting con

trol signal changes until the end of phase three, when the operation is
complete. ■ In a normal read operation, phase three is triggered by an
End of Read (ENDR) ‘signal from the interface data circuit. • This
at the completion of reading an entire record.

occurs

Phase three can prema

turely terminate a read before a complete.record has been read when a
control state having a false GAP state is detected at the input of the
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Control Signal Register.

In this manner, a fast-wind may terminate a

read operation immediately.

In either case, when phase three is trig

gered, it sets the Stop flip-flop, stopping the drive unit.

At the end

of phase three, the control signals of the next operational state are
stored in the Control Signal Register.
RUN is true, resetting the Stop.flip-flop to the run mode.

HI in

dicates the reading speed, true being high speed and false causing a low
speed read.

HI and FWD directly control the HI/LO and FWD/REV cassette

unit control input lines;

A false condition of LOADENB engages the head

mechanism.

WRITE
A write operation is similiar to a read operation except the inter
face furnishes data to the tape unit rather than accepting it.

LATCH,

RUN, HI, FWD, LOADENB and FAST control signals have the same function
in writing as they do in reading.

In addition, when the Stop flip-flop

is set to a run state, it triggers phase one.
timer.

This is the start gap

It allows for motor start and a start gap before writing data.

When it times out. Write Enable is set, starting the data writing oper
ation.

Write Enable is not held reset because GAP is true.

(In other

operations, phase one is triggered when the Stop flip-flop changes to
the run state, but GAP prevents WE from changing state.)

WE initiates

the sending of data and control signals for recording to the.tape unit
from the interface data circuit.

.
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When the write operation is.complete, the End of Write (ENBW) from
the interface data circuit triggers the phase two stop gap timer.

This

causes a gap .to be recorded following data for. the duration of phase
two.

The trailing edge of phase two triggers the phase three timer.-

Phase three sets the Stop flip-flop and latches the next control signal
state into the Control Signal Register.

Gapping
Gapping is similiar to writing, except no data is recorded onto the
tape.

Due to its similarity to writing, the control signals LATCH, RUN,
■

•'

HI, FWD, LOADENB and FAST all correspond to the signal states and func
tions of a write operation.
inhibiting data recording.

However, GAP is true.

It keeps WE cleared,

A gap is terminated by the outputting to

the interface a command having a false state on the GAP control signal.
This is similar to the premature termination of a read operation, which
uses fast-wind or write states to terminate the operation.

The false

GAP state detected at the input of the Control Signal Register triggers
the phase three motor stop timing circuitry.

Setting Incremental or Synchronous Modes
The final two commands set the reading or writing modes to either
synchronous or incremental.
as. STOP does.

They have the same effect on the drive unit

The interface control circuit uses FWD, HI and LATCH con

trol signals to set or reset, the incremental Mode flip-flop.' The state
of the Iricremental Mode flip-rflop Reflects the operational model

It
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drives the incremental control signal (INCM).

If INCM is true, the.in

terface is operating in incremental mode, false indicates synchronous
operation.
These two commands are the only tape unit operation commands that
effect the sense of INCM.

LATCH and FWD enable the setting or resetting

of INCM in these two commands, the sense of HI determines the sense of
the Incremental Mode flip-flop.
true.

When setting synchronous mode, HI is

This causes INCM to be reset.

Conversely, when setting incre

mental mode, HI.is false* causing INCM to be set.

Gap Detection.
In tape unit operation, the sense line GAP reflects all interrecord gaps detected in read operations.

In normal synchronous reading

mode, all gaps detected are interrecord gaps and GAP reflects the state
of the status input line from the tape unit, IRG.

In this case, if

GAP was driven by IRG, GAP would show these interbyte gaps, which should
be ignored.

As a result, GAP is not driven by IRG in incremental mode.

Since small gaps follow each byte of data written on the tape in
incremental mode, only long duration gaps proceeding data indicate a
true interrecord gap condition.

A retriggerable one shot is used to de-r

t.ect these longer gaps and ignore the smaller ihtefbyte:gapS.,

Leader Or Load Point Detection

''

The sense bit END indicates the detection o f .tape leader or load
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points by the tape drive unit.

End is the state of the End flip-flop.

It is set by the LDR signal of the drive unit.. LDR is true when either
a load point or tape leader is currently under the optical sensor of
the drive unit.
flop.

When detecting.this condition, LDR sets the End flip-

End remains set to indicate on the status line the detection of

either of these conditions.

It can only be reset when new data is

stored into the Control Signal Register and the LDR line is falsei

If

LDR indicated a load point,= End is reset when new data is stored into
the Control Signal Register, since LDR is no longer true.

If LDR is in

dicating tape leader, the End flip-flop cannot be reset until the tape
is off of clear leader, and LDR becomse false.

In this manner, load, ,

points can be distinguished'from tape leader.
The sensing of LDR also automatically resets the Fast flip-flop,
terminating a fast-wind operation, if one had been in progress when LDR
became true.

This enables the interface.to terminate, a fast-wind by

detection of LDR, or at its true going transition.

A continued true %

state of LDR has. no further effect upon subsequent fast-winding or. on
the Fast flip-flop.

Therefore, aside from terminating the fast-wind .

operation in progress when leader is detected, LDR has n o .further effect

Timing Generation

' ':

In the interface control circuit, there are several timing signals
which have different time periods with different operational states.
The phase one, phase two arid phase three times all vary depending, upon.
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speed of the operation and its operation mode.

That is, if it is in a

fast-wind, a hi or low speed read or write, or a synchronous or incre
mental mode operation.

The time delay used to neglect interbyte gaps

when reading incrementally written data also varies, depending upon the
speed of the read operation.

To generate the proper timing signals for.

these conditions, the states of various control signals are used to s e t the appropriate times.
All timing signals are generated by one shot timing circuits.
These use resistor-capacitor (R-C) networks to set their time periods.
In varying these periods, the resistive components of the R-C networks
are varied and the capacitive elements remain fixed.

Interface Control Circuit Summary
The operations described in the previous sections pertain to the
major tape drive unit operations as directed by the interface control
circuit.

They briefly describe the action of the interface control

circuit in controlling the states of the control input signal lines
of the tape drive unit.

In

addition, certain timing and state detec

tion operations were described.

Although these do little in actual

interface control of the tape drive unit directly, they play an impor
tant part in proper system control of the tape drive unit.

The pri

mary function of the interface control circuit is. operational control
of the tape drive unit..
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INTERFACE DATA-CIRCUIT
The interface data circuit works in conjunctibri with the interface
control circuit to synchronize all data flow to and from the cassette
tape drive unit.

It generates the appropriate clocking signals and pre

forms the parallel.to serial format conversion when recording data, arid
signals the completion of byte and record recording.

Similarly, in a

read operation, the interface data circuit receives data from the drive
unit in a bit serial format, converts it to an eight bit parallel format
compatible with the 1/0 port and generates signals indicating completion
of both byte and record reading.

Interface Data Circuit Architecture
There are two seperate systems iri the interface data circuit.
These are the read electronics and the write electronics.
electronics controls

all

The read

data flow between the interface and the tape

unit when data is being read from the cassette.

The write electronics

direct data flow when data is being recorded onto the cassette tape
system.
The write circuitry contains a time base, a Write Bit Counter and
a parallel in, serial out eight bit shift register, called the Write
Shift Register.

In addition, it also contains incremental write masks

used to generate a zero level prefix bit when in the incremental mode.
(Since the first bit of a record must be a zero> to set up the correct
sense for reading data in the cassette drive electronics, the write
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circuitry automatically pref ixes a zero bit -to the recorded byte when
writing incrementally.

When writing synchronously* this is left to the

programmer.). The time base divides a 4.096 MHz clock signal generated
by the Real Time Clock into either a 1.6 KHz or a 16 KHz write clock for
slow or fast write modes, respectively.

This clock signal is used to

synchronize data bit transfers between the interface data circuit and
the tape drive unit recording electronics.

The Write Shift Register.

accepts parallel data from the I/O port and shifts the data serially by
bit to the drive unit.

Finally, the Write Bit Counter synchronizes data

flow between the interface data circuit and the I/O port.

It keeps

track of the number of bits sent to the tape drive unit and enables the
shift register to be loaded at the appropriate times with new data.

The

counter state synchronizes the OUTACC pulse sent to the interface control
circuit signalling the completion of the writing of a data record.

ENDW

initiates motor stop operations.
The read electronics contain a serial in, parallel out shift reg
ister called the Read Shift Register, a Read Bit Counter and an Incre
mental Read flip-flop.

The Read Shift Register and the Read Bit Counter

have similar functions as their counterparts in the write circuitry.

The

Read, Shift Register accepts bit serial data from the tape drive unit and
sends eight bit parallel byte formatted data to the I/O port. , The Read
Bit Counter keeps track of the number of bits input from the tape unit,
synchronizing input data flow from the interface.

It triggers an Input
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Ready (INPRDY) signal when a full byte is contained in the shift reg
ister and is ready to be transferred to the I/O port.

The Incremental

Read flip-flop causes the prefix bit to be ignored when reading data in
the incremental mode.

Synchronous Write Operation
At the beginning of a synchronous write operation, the interface
control circuit generates a phase one timing signal.

Referring to the

Interface Data Circuit, Figure 22, and the Synchronous Write Timing Di
agram, Figure 21, phase one acts to preset the write circuitry.

It

triggers a Clock Delay (CLK DLY) pulse, which in turn triggers the five
microsecond Clock pulse (CLK).
Shift Out pulses.

CLK generates Write Clock (WTCK) and

WTCK is ignored by the tape unit since WE is false,

but Shift Out causes a seven to be loaded into the Write Bit Counter.
At the end of phase one, WE becomes true.
base divider chain was held clear.

While WE was false, the time

The change of state of WE enables
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the time base signal generation and master clock pulses to be generated
at the appropriate time intervals.

.Nbw with.the counter in state Seven

and WE true, the Mode line on the shift register becomes high.

Mode

being high indicates a parallel load into the shift register at the
trailing edge of the next Shift Out clock.
to be reset at the next Shift Out pulse.

Mode also causes the counter
A zero state Mode indicates a

serial shift at the trailing edge of Shift Out.

Mode is true when the

counter is in state seven and WE is true, and false at all other times.
At this first Shift Out period, the register is loaded with data from
the I/O port.

During phase one or before the first clock following, the

loading pulse, data should be output to the port by the CPU.

When this

output is executed, OUTKDY becomes true, indicating output data is ready.
If OUTKDY is not true when Mode is high, the write operation is terrain-.
ated since no data has been output to the interface.

This is how a

write operation is terminated.
With output data ready, the master time base clock generates Clock
Delays followed, by Clock.pulses.

The Clock Delay, C L K D L Y , causes a two

microsecond delay between the master clock and the WTCK.signal.

This

enables the write electronics to sense the completion of writing the
final bit of the record and disable the WE signal when writing is being
completed.

The Clock pulses, CLK, either load data into of shift data

through the Write Shift Register.

At the trailing edge of the first

WTCK (WTCK is generated by CLK) data is loaded into the register.

Sub
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sequent Shift Out pulses shift out data through the register'.

Bits in

the B0 position of the register are output to the tape unit as the
Write Data (WTD) bit.

WTCK, coinciding with Shift Out, is the clocking

signal for data sent to the tape unit.

At the trailing edge of WTCK,

the tape unit accepts the WTD bit.
OUTACC is generated at the end of the first valid Shift Out clock.
This sets OUTKDY false at the I/O port, indicating the interface has
accepted the output data.

The master clock continues to generate CLK's, .

which in turn generate WTCK's and Shift Out's.

Each Shift Out incre

ments the counter and preforms the serial data shift.
byte is output, the counter indicates state seven.

When the last-

This causes Mode to

be high and data to be loaded from, the I/O port if indicated so by
OUTRDY, and the Read Bit Counter is set to be cleared by the next Shift
Out.

If data is not ready, an End of Write signal (ENDW) is triggered

by CLK DLY.
circuit.

ENDW initiates stop gap operation on the interface control

Phase two clears WE, resetting Mode.

becomes false.

When Mode is reset, ENDW

WE then is cleared before WTCK is generated, disabling

the write circuitry in the drive unit.

The counter remains in state

seven. . Phase three follows phase two, terminating.the complete write
operation.

;

Incremental Write Operation ,
An incremental write operation is similiar to a synchronous write
with the exception the incremental write electronics are.enabled.

They
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suppress one clock to the counter and add the zero prefix bit to the
byte being recorded.

The Incremental write electronics consist of a

Data Mask flip-flop, which generates the zero prefix bit, a Bit Mask
flip-flip, which suppresses one Shift Out pulse to hold the counter
stable for one clock period, and an Increment Enable flip-flop, which
enables both the Bit Mask and the Data Mask operations.

The operation

of the interface data circuit during an incremental write operation is
explained in conjunction with the Incremental Write Timing Diagram,
Figure 23, and the Interface Data Circuit Schematic, Figure 22.
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FIGURE 23

The incremental write electronics are disabled during synchronous
write operations since INCM is false, holding Increment Enable clear.
In incremental mode, Increment Enable is set by the trailing edge of
the preset CLK pulse.

This enables Data Mask and Bit Mask.

Also, Shift
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Out's are disabled until Bit Mask is set, suppressing counter increments.
The trailing edge of CLK sets both Bit Mask and Data Mask flip-flops.
CLK also generates a WTCK.

With Data Mask set, WTD is a zero during this

first bit cell, generating the prefix bit.
first bit cell by the second CLK.

Data Mask is reset after the

Bit Mask enables Shift Out pulses to

clock the counter and data registers.

The write circuitry now acts

identical in its operation as during a synchronous write operation, but
only one byte is recorded.
interface before ENDW.

Additional data may not be output to the

This would cause that byte to be recorded with

no interbyte gap, causing an erroneous data format.
by phase two and phase three.

ENDW is followed

Phase three acts to clear the Increment

Enable flip-flop, clearing Data Mask and Bit Mask, reinitializing the
system.

Synchronous Read Operation
Referring to Figure 22 and the Synchronous Read Timing Diagram,
Figure 24, it is seen that phase one clears the Read Bit Counter to zero.

RDCK
CAP
IN P R D Y

Jl

Jl

r
SYNCHRONOUS READ TIMING DIAGRAM
FIGURE 24
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The counter is incremented by the Shift In clocks generated by the Read
Clocks (RDCK) .
input data bit.

KDCK is supplied by the drive unit in synch with the
The leading edge of Shift In clocks the data into the

Read Shift Register.

Its trailing edge increments the Read Bit Counter.

This clocking and shifting continues until eight bits have been clocked
into the shift register.

At this time, the counter is in state eight.

When the counter is in state eight, an INPRDY pulse is triggered,
causing the I/O port to accept the data byte from the interface.
state eight sets the counter into the load mode.

Albo,

The next Shift In will

cause the counter to load a count of one into itself rather than incre
ment to state nine.

When the one state is loaded, the counter reenters

the counting sequence, again counting to eight, repeating the cycle.
This continues until data is completely read and a gap is detected by
the interface control circuit.

Gap detection clocks the End of Read

(ENDR) flip-flop, signalling an end of the record to the interface con
trol circuit.

ENDR triggers phase three, stopping the motors.

Phase

three clears the ENDR flip-flop, terminating the read operation.

,Incremental Read Operation
In an incremental read operation, the zero prefix bit is ignored by
the interface data circuit.

In this operation, INCM is set.

ables the Incremental Read flip-flop.

This en

Rather than shifting data into

the Read Shift Register and incrementing the Read Bit Counter, INCM
causes the first RDCK to clock the Incremental Read flip-flop true.
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INCREMENTAL READ TIMING DIAGRAM
FIGURE 25
With this in a true state, the subsequent RDCK1s shift in data bits and
increment the counter.

This follows, then, the normal reading operation.

By neglecting data during the first RDCK, the prefix bit is ignored, and
the remaining valid eight bits of data are shifted into the Read Shift
Register.

A timing diagram showing the signal conditions in an incre

mental read operation is shown in Figure 25.

SUMMARY
The entire Mass Storage System interface was designed to minimize
software overhead in the operation of the cassette unit.

While simul

taneously it offers maximum versatility to the programmer in freedom to
format data and overall system use and operation.

It provides the DARS

system with a reliable, efficient and compact data storage in circum
stances where a large amount of data is necessary and storage of the
same must not tax the DARS system operation.

CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND-RECOMMENDATIONS
In a.system of this level of complexity, errors in the original de
sign are an accepted fact.

These errors must be found and corrected to

achieve desired operation.

Even though the modular architecture tends

to minimize inter-dependency in operation between system sections and
design complexity, engineering errors do exist.

In addition to errors

which prevent proper operation, modifications to the circuitry to op
timize and improve preformance become evident.

The design is either

changed to incorporate them or they are noted for future reference.
This section is a review of problems encountered as the system became
operational, what was done to correct them, and recommendations for
modifications for future systems that are not included in the current
version of DARS.
Most of. the problems were encountered in the Front Panel Unit.
Modifications to the original design were done to obtain acceptable
operation.

Of the two sections of the FPU, the Keyboard/Display System

and the Contrdl/Data System, the Contfol/Data System was the source of
most problems.

Since that section oversees the entire FPU operation, .

it was the key to proper FPU action.
In the original design of the FPU System, the.Contfbl/Display
System was a single FPU interface circuit.

Due to the complexity of

this Single circuit, it would.not fit on one circuit card.
divided into the two circuit cards now used.

So, it was

They incorporated a mini
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bus between them to accomodate the necessary interaction as well as conections to the rest of the FPU system.

This, mini bus originally was on

a printed circuit board, with permanent, soldered edge connectors mating
to each FPU interface circuit.

Dual-in-line connectors accomodated

ribbon cabling to the Keyboard/Display System from the mini bus.

With

use, the lands on the minibus circuit boards broke, so handwired ribbon
cabling replaced the printed circuit board, enabling greater flexibility
and extended use of the mini bus system.
In powering the FPU, one of the first problems encountered involved
the initial states of the control flip-flops on the control circuit.
CONTROL, INSTRUCTION and LAST were found to be powering up in an im
proper state, causing execution errors on the data circuit.

Secondly, .

the front panel interrupt request signal, INT was being cleared im
properly, causing an extra interrupt, to the CPU by the Front Panel.

To

correct the power up problem, the clear lines.on the three control
flip-flops were connected to the power up circuit, to clear the flipflops at this time.
of LAST.

The problem with INT was caused by the late setting

LAST was set during the DRST of T3.

setting LAST at the beginning of T3,.

This was remedied by

This prevented the generation of

an extra interrupt request by clearing INT later than previously done.
Further check out of the FPU control unit showed occasional er
roneous data was being loaded into the Micromemory Address Register.
This was due to propagation.delays and long settling times for the data
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generated by the Display Multiplexer circuit being clocked into the
Micromemory Address Register.

To compensate, the monostable multi-

•

vibrator originally intended to clear the register during an instruction
step cycle was cascaded with the monostable multivibrator used to clock
the data into the register, inserting a one microsecond delay.

The LOAD

pulse for the Micromemory Address Register clocked the delay pulse,
allowing for-,the. data to settle, which in turn triggered the actual
clock pulse loading the register.
The final design modification to the control circuit resulted be
cause of the modifications ,to the Micromemory Address Register loading
circuit.

The Instruction Step flip-flop now directly cleared the

Micrpmemory Address Register,, rather than triggering a one shot to
generate the clearing pulse;

No

power up provisions were made to

clear the flip-flop. , It was powering.up in a set state, causing only a
single instruction to. be executed.during the first run sequence follow
ing power up.

To correct this, the INSTSTP flip-flop was redesigned to

reset when power was initially applied.
These modifications to the Front Panel Control circuit enabled
operation of the FPU.

On the Data circuit, most microcoded operations

'were gated in time by timing signalsj such as Tl, T2, etc.

A number of

control signals, however; weren't time gated, such as the External Con
trol lines and the instruction step signal.

These control lines were

active during Control Enable, CONTEND. ,Since, the validity of CONTEND
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and INSTENB aren’t determined until mid T 2 , erroneous control signal
levels in not-control cycles would result in erroneous operation of non
time gated signals during T H

of non-control cycles.

Processor instruc

tions decoded into control line signals since CONTEND was still in a
true state at T H

and early T2 of FPU operations.

To rSmedy this prob- .

Iem, the CONTRLCY flip-flop was added to enable the control signals on
the Data card only in control cycles, and it was elearSd at" the begining of T H .

Thereby it prevented erroneous signal levels in. the FPU

microcontroller.
The modifications enabled proper hardware operation of the FPU as
it w a s .designed.

However, in the operation of the FPU, ..other changes

in its circuitry were made to achieve ease and versatility in its use.
Initially, it was found.the indicator LED's were, too dim. ,A 5 volt
zener diode that had been used in series with the power to the LED's,
to decrease power consumption was removed. .This caused the LED's to
brighten considerably.

Secondly, it was found that any displaying of

data by the FPU necessitated outputting data to the Data or Address
registers and halting CPU operation.

This had to be done since the

original FPU architecture dictated continual updating of these reg
isters.with D and H-L Bus data during operation.

To remedy this limit

ation, the Data Register was placed under total FPU control.

No longer

did it store the contents of the D B u s ,during every T3, but it would
only store information when directed to by. miniprogram, control.
' ''
.'. .
' '
":

In
'
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doing this, the Data Register became a primary means.of CPU data output
during operation.

This greatly increased the versatility and capability

of the FPU to display data while operating.
These were the hardware modifications made to the FPU to get it
operational in an acceptable manner.

Interestingly enough, the Key

board/Display System required no. modification to become operational.
As it stands, there are a few areas in the system where further
work and improvement could be done.

One of these areas is in the con

trol flip-flop circuits of the FPU Control circuit.
stands, it is operational, but quite cumbersome.
modifications done to it, it is not optimal.

As it currently

Due to.the amount of

For example, both INSTENB

and CONTEND are reciprocal in their functions and are therefore rediin^
cant.

Last's interaction with INT is also clumsy.

Additional work

could easily optimize this circuitry for less complex operation.

Sec

ondly, the mini-program storage for the FPU is very limited and imple
mented badly.

There is no branch capability, so numerously used pro

gramming sequences are repeated for each use.

If the byte size were

increased, more capability, such as branching and possible data inclu-.
sion, could be Added. Also, since the architecture of the mini-programs
in the F P U .lends itself to flexibility, the actual incorporation of
of this section in permanent ROM decreases ease in changing and adding
to existing FPU routines to suit, different needs.

If an erasable PROM

was used, it would be easier to modify the FPU operations, or add to

I
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them.
All in all, though, I feel the FPU is a highly functional, versa
tile part of BARS.

It provides for extremely wide operational control

of the entire system while offering great ease in use.

It provides

for expanded capability in future systems where operator initiation or
interaction is desired.
In making the Mass Storage System operational, the majority of the
problems were found to occur with the interface data circuit.
terface control circuit had only minor design errors.

The in

These lay in pro

viding the .correct sense of the necessary circuit signals.

On the other

hand, the major areas of problems in the interface data circuit were in
initializeng and synchronizing data control elements,, such as registers
and counters.

The control signals to the tape unto from the interface

control circuit were correct.
initial circuit.

The proper timing was achieved in the

In the initial circuit of the data portion, however,

erroneous data was being output to the deck.

This turned out.to be the

result of the Write Bit Counter not being, initialized.
state was not being loaded into the counter.

The initial

Although the appropriate

control signals were provided to load the initial count, no clock pulse
was generated to do so.

Since the write clock was used for clocking

the counter, an additional write clock at the beginning of a.write oper
ation became necessary.

Phase one was used to trigger this extra pulse.

In addition. Write Enable, WE, was ored to the clear pin .to prevent, in-
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advertant clearing instead of loading of the Write Bit Counter.

This

modification enabled a synchronous, write operation to be preformed succesfully, but it caused a malfunction in the incremental write masking
flip-flops.

This preset pulse activated the masking circuitry.

An ad

ditional flip-flop, the Increment Enable flip-flop, prevented the preset
pulse from changing the Incremental. Data and Bit Masks.

These modifi

cations enabled proper operation of the write circuitry.
. A similiar problem was found in the Read Bit Counter.

Originally,

the presence of an Interrecord G a p .(IRG) was intended to set the counter
to its initial state.

However, IRG was found to set the counter too

late, and initial clocks to the counter were not being detected.
again phase one was used to initialize the counter.

So,

This modification

enabled the interface to correctly, read data frbm the cassette unit.

A

second problem in.the read circuitry was found when operating in the in
cremental mode.

The retriggerable multivibrator used on the control

portion to detect gaps had been configured wrong, not enabling the oneshot to trigger.

When this was corrected, the final hardware error had.

been corrected in the cassette system. .
Although the Mass Storage System correctly functions as intended,
additional modifications could be made to make it easier to work with
and more efficient in power consumption.

Since the tape transport elec

tronics are not low power and are not needed to be operational contin
ually as DARS functions, controlling, power to the system could conserve
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power consumption.

The two unused special output instructions could be

used to switch relays controlling Mass Storage System power.

The miiidr

circuitry involved could easily be implemented and add to the power
efficiency of DARS.
Secondly, the burden for correct phase encoding lies with the soft
ware.

The first byte must contain a 0 in the LSB position to record and

read properly.

Slight modification to the write circuitry arid the read

circuitry on the interface data circuit to enable hardware masking cir
cuits used in incremental mode to be used in all operations .. It would
correctly prefix records with a.zero b i t „when writing and ignore this
when reading.during synchronous.as well as incremental operations.

In

cremental mode operation could still be used for writing single data
bytes as it currently is with' no changes.

This would increase versa

tility of the hardware by not restricting data iri the first byte of: a
record to have a zero least significant bit.
Due to being relatively less complex, the Data Acquisition System
was the easiest to. make operational.

Being three ,separate systems, each

was brought .up to operation individually.

First the Isolation. System,.

followed by the two transducer interfaces became operational.

The prob

lems, for. the most part, were minor ones, requiring small changes'.
The Isolation System required the addition of pull up resistors, .a
sense■change of the external dqntrol bits and calbrating of the delay
circuits in the data ready and accepted signal lines;

In the design
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of the Isolation System, pull up resistors'were overlooked .on data lines
originating in the DAS System.

Without these resistors, the lines would

have floated, not being in a particular logic state when the system was
not interacting with the I/O port.

Adding 100 K Ohm' pull up resistors

to the data input, external sense and INPRDY.and OUTACC lines remedied
this situation.

Secondly, the external control bits power up in the.

zero state and they are reset to zero by a system clear.
for the DAS clearing signal CLR to he active then.
DAS operation during power up or reset.

It was desired

This would inhibit

To achieve this, the sense of

the external control bits were changed by signal inversion.

Finally,

the delay in the Input Ready, and Output Ready lines had to be adjusted
to allow for data set up and propagation delays.

These were determined

and the RC delay newtork components, were selected. : These modifications
and adjustments enabled proper DARS-DAS isolation during operation.
Problems were found on the Analog, to Digital Multiplexing interface.
The initial problems lay in getting the circuit to respond correctly ,
with the I/O port.

The pulses producing Input Ready.and Output Accepted

were too short to operate with the delays.in the Isolation System.
needed to be increased.

They

When these pulse times were lengthened, the

A/D Multiplexing circuit could properly interact with the I/O port.
However, it was found INPACC did not clock the MODULE Enable flip-flop
to an off state.
sense;

I

The data input of.the flip-flop was the incorrect

THe change of the sense cleared the- problem.

In investigating

.

, . .
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the response of the circuit to analog channel selection, circuit layout
errors had altered the channel selection circuit.

When the address and

analog input lines were corrected, :the correct channel responded to its
specific address.

Relayout should be done to correct this in future

development.
The major problem in the Up/Down Counter interface lay. in the Input
Ready circuit.

INPRDY, by necessity, must be a pulse.

A level, rather

.

than a pulse was being generated, causing the handshake between it and
the I/O port to malfunction.
INPRDY pulse.

A delay circuit was added to produce, an.

In this manner, the complete interaction between the

I/O port and the Up/Down Counter interface could be accomplished.

Sim-. .

ilarly, as on the A/D circuit, INPACC didn't turn off MODULE ENABLE-.
Again, a data input level change corrected the problem.
the counting interface became acceptable.

..

Operation of

.'

With these modifications complete, the entire DARS system became
operational.

The individual systems were mounted in a single chasis,

which fits into a fiberglass protective case.

This became the self con

tained Data Acquisition and Recording System, less power supplies and
transducers.

.

As the hardware portion of DARS has b,een completed, the remaining
areas where development needs yet to be completed before .operation
are the system software and system power supplies..

Although Mass Storage

System software has been developed, ho work has been done in organizing

-v

'

■■ ■

■
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the system software package.

The main controlling program for the data

acquisition process must be generated.

Whhn this program ibf coordin

ating the DARS subsystems is incorporated into the microcomputer
system, the purpose for the data acquisition system will be able to.be
acheived.
The remaining hardware area yet to be. completed is the power supply
section of the system.

DARS was designed to receive its power from

sources.outside of its system.
supply is less limited.

In this manner, the form of the power

It may be either straight DC or rectified AC,

depending upon the most convenient means in its particular application.
Its power supply requirements, as the system stands now, are as follows.
The Microcomputer System, Front Panel Unit and Mass Storage System
require +5 volts at 3 amps, +12 volts at I amp nominal, 2 amps surge,
-12 volts at 700 niA nominal, I;7 amps surge and -9 volts at 70 mA.
The isolated Data Acquisition System requires 5 volts at 200 mA, +15
volts at 100 mA and -15 volts at 100 mA.
With the inclusion of a power supply system and system controlling
software, DARS would be able to undertake data acquisition and recording
as purposed.

Its initial application lies in monitoring cable shock

loading, tension and displacement in logging operations.
In conclusion, the design and fabricating of DARS was the engineer
ing of a system, from conception to realization,
ries with it many different, important stages.
V

Such an endeavor car
From the initial organ-

HO
izatidn, through prototyping, debugging and system integrating, each
state presented new and different problems with each part of the system;
In such a project, thd majority, of the value rests in the encountering
and overcoming the unexpected.

In.my opinion, the completion of this

project mirrors the work df a number of people, the ingenuity of a
solution for a given problem, as well as the corrections for problems
met along the way.

Also, it provides information on which new challenges

can be met, information pertaining to the most desirable methods of
approach.

Finally, I feel that DARS is a valuable, practical tool.

APPENDIX I
LOGIC CONVENTIONS
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In the design of the DARS system, positive logical conventions were
used as the standard.
tive level.

This refers to a logical I being the more posi

Conversely, a logical. 0 refers to the lower voltage state.

A 3.5 to 5 volt level indicates a "I" state and a 0 to 1.5 volt level is
a "0" state.

These states extend into the operational senses of the

signals used in the system.

They may be either true or false, if they

are respectively performing their function or not.

The 0 and the I

states are used to indicate the conditions of these signalsi
Depending upon the sense of the logical signal, a true state may
be indicated by either a 0 or a I .

If a signal is indicated to be true

by .a logical I, it is said to be in. the upright sense.

If it.is indi

cated true by. a logical 0, it is inverted in its. sense.

When referring

to these signals, their respective logical sense.is indicated by.
whether there is a bar over the top of their name or.not.
dicates inverted sense, no bar indicates upright sense.

A bar in
For example,

signal A is true in the I state while B is true in the. 0 state.
The sense of a signal may be changed with an inverter.
A by the inverter operation, as would B in changing to B.

A becomes
Thus, A and

A or B and B are logically the same signal, but are represented by
different levels due to their opposite senses.
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